From: John Schuessler <schuessler@mho.net>
To:
Matthew L Hays <hazzer@sundial.net>
Date:
Friday, February 05, 1999 10:52 AM
Subject: Re: Mrs.cash's incident

CrtSrf

Dear Mr. Matthews,
I will give you a brief summary of what we found in this case. The whole
investigation is covered in my book "THE CASH-LANDRUM UFO INCIDENT,"
available from MUFON, 103 Oldtowne Rd, Seguin, Texas 78155-4099 for $19.95 +
$2.00 P&H.
We looked into every lead that people could come up with. One, of course,
was atomic propulsion. We found nothing at NASA during this period of time.
Nuclear Physicist Stanton Friedman had work on the earlier nuclear program,
but it had been cancelled long before the Cash Landrum incident. Ion
propulsion was in the laboratory stage. NASA did launch a working model of
ion propulsion in 1998. Hence, we ruled out both cases.
As for the use of helicopters, it is common in crash/clean-up situations. An
almost identical scenario took place near Los Angeles, California in 1987,
when a stealth fighter crashed there. A large armada of helicopter, many of
them the twin-rotor Chinooks, came into the area and troops cordoned off the
whole crash site until a clean-up activity was finished. I was out there at
the time and pleased to see how closely their operation was to the scenario
in the Cash-Landrum incident. The use of an F-16, F-15, F-18 or other hight
performance jet would be useless in the case of a slow-moving or hovering
object. They would overrun the scene so quickly that they would see
nothing. Helicopters, on the other hand, seemed to work out well in the C-L
case as in the stealth fighter crash case.
You are right to be puzzled about the radiation levels. What we found there
is that a number of type of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation causes
similar damage. Most of the doctors involved are of the opinion that it was
ionizing radiation of some type. Some of the technologists involved believe
it was non-ionizing. We can only speculate until some of the government
records on the case are released for review.
I hope this provides the answers you are seeking.
John Schuessler
MUFON Deputy Director for Administration
schuessler@mho.net
http://home.mho.net/schuessler/
Original Message—
From: Matthew L. Hays <hazzer@sundial.net>
To: schuessler@mho.net <schuessler@mho.net>
Date: Thursday, February 04, 1999 8:47 PM
Subject: Mrs.cash's incident
>Hello
2/5/99
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> I was inquiring if the trail in to the investagation as ever looked a
>NASA? The reason I ask: I realy don't know how it works but I know that
>NASA as done research into (atomic perpulsion). Is there any recored of
>this research being conducted in the same time frame as the incident? you
>know that Ion perpulsion has just come along a before that there was
>Atomic. It seem the only earth bound expalnation. Considering in there
>story there was helecoptors falling it and if there was any threat to are
>goverment there would be F-16 following the craft not helecopoters large
>enough move a downed experamental air craft? Like I said I don.t know
>enough to know if the level on radation exposure is experiance with this
>type of atomic perpurlsion system? but if it was a trial run who knows. If
>you could return an email to let me know I would be thankful. Thanks MR.
>Matthew Hays
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL
WASHINGTON. D.C. Z03IO
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Mr. Frederic L. Whiting
3848 Brighton Court
Alexandria, VA 22305

Dear Mr. Whiting:
This responds to your letter of 27 July 1982 requesting a copy of a report of
investigation.
Your request was received in this office for reply on 6 August
1982.
Inspector general records are closely protected and controlled in order that
the inspector general may effectively fulfill his responsibility as the
confidential representative of his commander. It is .my position that the
records you have requested are exempt from mandatory release under the Freedom
of Information Act, 5 USC 552(b)(5), (6) and (7) and paragraphs 2-12e, f and g,
AR 3^0-17; however, I have considered your request and, as the Initial Denial
Authority, have decided to furnish you the records with the following
exceptions:
a. Certain portions of the report that contain the opinions, conclusions
and recommendations of the officer conducting the investigation. This material
is considered to be intra-agency memoranda and, as such, is exempt from
mandatory release under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552(b)(5) and (7)
and paragraphs 2-12e and g, AR 340-17. In order for an inspector general to
serve his commander effectively, he must be able to communicate frankly and
fully without concern for public disclosure.
b. Certain portions which contain material concerning other individuals,
the release of which would be considered an unwarranted invasion of the
individuals' privacy. This material is exempt from mandatory release under the
Freedom of Information Act, 5 USC 552(b)(6) and (7) and paragraphs 2-12f and g,
AR 340-17.
c. Certain portions of the record did not originate within the U.S. Army
inspector general system of records. These documents have been referred to the
US Air Force inspector general, in accordance with Army Regulation 340-17. If
you desire to appeal this initial denial, you should submit your appeal through
this office to the Secretary of the Army, ATTN: General Counsel, Washington, DC
20310.
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DAIG-ZXF
Mr. Frederic L. Whiting

The releasable portions of the records are inclosed. The fees chargeable for
search and reproduction of this material are hereby waived.
Sincerely,

1 Incl
As stated

RICHARD G. TREFRY
Lieutenant General, USA
The Inspector General

S848 Brifhton Court
Alexandria; VA 22305
July 27, 1982

Inspector Geasral
Department of the Araiy
Attentions FOIA Coordinator
The Pentagon
Washington, DC 20320

Sir:
Under terms of the U. S. Freedom of Information Act, I hereby request
that you furnish me a copy of all U. S. Army records relating to the widely
publicized Caah-Landrun incident of December 29, 1980, near Dayton, Texas,
in vhich figured ft flight of military helicopters.
It is assumed that these records include both printed material and
audio/video recordings of interviews; that they contain the incident's
entire investigative case file developed by your investigator Lt. Col.
George Sarran, USA; that they reveal the identity, mission purpose, and
post-flight accounts of the helicopter crews involved; that they include
all Serious Incident Reports (SIR) on the extent of any military operations associated with the incident; and that they include all records on
the incident produced by the Army's Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence.
YOUB& sincerely,

Frederic L. Whiting
Copy furnished to;

Chairman, Subcommittee on Government Information and Individual Rights,
U. S. House.of Representatives
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Mr. Baler

1. Attached la a draft reply to a IfiasS>er off Coagraoe concerning MIC investigation of
UFO incident that allegedly ofiewrrafi the evening of 29 Iteeeaiber.1980...t--,:^-.ivi.--.r.---' .t,:.-'-.-••
2. Bequest you furnioh this offica Touc.fiA&l reepoa«e eo we nay cloa« our file. -^^
FOR THE IHSPBCTOR GEKERAL: v
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Bear Mr.
9iis IB in final response to your 16 February 1982 request to the
-- .-/••'•_.-J;, '

Assistant Secretary of Dafesse foe information concerning passible edlitary
In sn alleged OH) ksidsnt that occ&rroS 29 Dasas&sr 2J80 ns&r
torn of Dsrytm, ^sseas. ' ^ injector ^sneral inquiry has bs<m ocapietsa
Ke allegation that Amy, Az^ Saticnal Guard, o? Ar^ Iteaerro hsliooptero
feeve tesn .i£8vol^@d on <&Q ®mi$Bg cf if SDscsBEfesr 1S80 is not
.

Agsncles <sperled irtcludaS is^jor Axay osmnands,

installaticrss, test end e^aluaticBi egeicies, BSational Guard end Reserve flying * ""
SstachmsitSj. the Houston police helicopter unit, and others. Interviews were
conducted with the vietins end other persons thought to have information
concerning the inci<Ssit.
There was no evidence developed ^iich supported the contention that Anq? ;«••--;helicopters were involved.
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Sincerelyr

Bcnorable Ron Wyden
Bouse of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515
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e numerous inquiries as to the possibility that the aArmy may have been
<;<„ -*t,o yfo incident in Dec 1980. All feedback has been negative. Will
Houston area to Inquire about helicopters that supposedly surroundedthat caused severe burns to the people involved. Key players are John
2609, Dr. Kiemtzow (a) 837-2140, Dr. Rank (Radiologist) 6081121 (Request for info). 26 Apr. No suspense.
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MEMORANDUM FOR DIVISION CHIEF

The allegation that Army, National Guard, or Army Reserve helicopters might have
been involved__in a UFO incident that occurred 29 December 1980*2
DISCUSSION;

This case was given to Anny Congressional Liaison by AF Congressional Liaison
after the AF could not determine any involvement. The three victims (two wonen
and a young boy) clearly recall viewing some 23 helicopters orbiting around the
object. Through the process of identifying silhouettes, some of the helicopters
were determined to be twin rotors, or CH47s (Chinooks). Since the Army has the
preponderance of troop and heavy equipment helicopters, the case was transferred
to the DAIG for inquiry.
The DAIG inquiry focused exclusively on the question whether Army, Army National
Guard or Army Reserve helicopters were involved in this incident. There was no
effort to substantiate the existence of unidentified flying objects (UFOs), the
events that happened that evening, or the medical problems that allegedly have
occurred to the three victims.
Prior to visiting the site area, numerous phone calls were made to the different
Army commands to request that records be checked to' determine if any helicopters
were flying at the approximate time and location of the reported incident. It
is noted that the site of the incident is some 35 miles northeast of Houston,
Texas, near Dayton, Texas. The reported time and date were between 2100 hrs and
2130 hrs, 29 December 1980 (Monday). There were no scheduled maneuvers in the
area, and most Army units traditionally observe very limited operations on half
day schedules.
Requests for assistance for any pertinent information were made to FORSCOM,
Operation and Reserve Training Division, and program director for new systems;
TRADOC, Operations and Training; Aviation Command, project manager for aviation
systems; DARQOM-IG; TEOOM; OTEA; DCSRTA; Fort Hood-IG; TCATA (at Fort Hood), and
the Corpus Christi repair facility. Coordination was made with John Schussler,
project director for manned flight operations with NASA, Major Dennis Haire
local commander for eight Chinook Texas National Guard helicopters stationed at
Ellington AFB, south of Houston; and CW4 Gustofson, senior AST for seven Army
Reserve huey helicopters stationed at Tomball civilian airfield, northwest of
Houston. Other coordination was made with Dr. Rank, M.D., Radiologist; and Dr.
Nientzow, M.D., USAF, Radiation Oncologist (specializing in radiation for cancer
patients); both of whom had interest and knowledge in the case. After a period
of time to thoroughly check flight records, all reports concerning any known
helicopters flying in that general area were negative.
A trip was then made to the Texas site area to interview people with pertinent
knowledge. John Schussler was interviewed. He had followed the case since
February 1981 and was thoroughly conversant with all aspects of the case.
Vicki Landrum (older of two women victims) was interviewed. She testified as

to the events that evening. She was adamant that she and the other two victims
(Betty Cash and her grandson) had counted approximately 23 helicopters flying
around the object shortly after the object had ascended back in the sky. She
related the medical disorders that have happened to each of the three victims;
including sores en skin, hair falling out, blackened fingernails, constant
diarrhea, loss of appetite, and diminished eyesight. The medical evidence of
deterioration of health seems almost irrefutable, but was not a primary
consideration in the DAIG inquiry.
Ms. Landrum related an experience she had in May 1981, some 5 months after the
alleged incident. An Army National Guard helicopter (CH47) from Ellington AFB
landed in the Dayton town square to be on static display for a local
celebration. In a conversation with the aircraft pilot, CW3 Culberson, Mrs.
Landrum heard him to say that he was flying the evening of the incident in
response to an emergency by the Montgomery County Sherriff's Department. When
pressed for more details, the pilot responded that he was prohibited from adding
more information because of national security. After the interview with Ms.
Landrum the DAIG investigator telephoned Ms. Betty Case in Alabama to
corroborate or add any knowledge to the incident supplied by Ms. Landrum. Ms.
Cash had moved to Alabama some months earlier so that her mother could take care
of her because of the continued deterioration of her health allegedly caused by
the incident. The 8 year old boy was not interviewed.
Next, a local Dayton policeman and his wife were interviewed. He recalled a
conversation that he had with his wife at approximately 0040 hours, 30 December
1981, some 3 hours after the alleged sighting by the three victims, as they were
returning from a visit to her parents' home. Some 8 miles from Dayton and
within 5 miles of the earlier sighting, the policeman and his wife heard loud
noises and noticed helicopters flying in groups of three in a "V" formation.
They vividly remember discussing that some maneuvers must be going on nearby,
the lateness of the hour (sometime between 0030 hrs and 0100 hrs), the
helicopters were flying lower than normal (400 or 500 feet from ground level),
they were twin rotors, and some of the helicopters periodically would turn on
spotlights or landing lights which indicated they might be looking for
something. Although the policeman discussed his experience with others at the
office the next day neither he nor his wife could give any other names of people
who might also have seen helicopters that evening.
A trip was made to Conroe, TX to interview the local sheriff. Neither he, his
deputies, nor the dispatcher on duty the night in question could recall any
emergency or any reason why helicopters might have been requested or flying.
Chief Warrant Officer Culberson, full time employee and maintenance officer for
eight Texas National Guard helicopters at Ellington AFB stated that he remembers
talking to Ms. Landrum while his aircraft was on static display in Dayton, TX.
However, he emphatically stated that he was not flying that evening, he knows of
no one who was flying, and his response to Ms. Landrum was simply that he had
heard on the media that some helicopters responded to a request for assistance
by the Montgomery County Sheriff's Department.
Major Haire, the National Guard detachment commander and CW3 Culberson's CO,
stated that none of his aircraft were flying that evening. He further stated
that it would be most unusual for any flying on a Monday evening. Virtually all
flying in the unit is done on week-ends with occasional make-up flying done on
Thursday evenings. Also, all flight missions must have his approval before the
flight.

An interview was conducted with CW4 Gustofson, the senior full time
administrator for the seven Army Reserve huey helicopters located at Tomball
Airfield on the northern edge of Houston. He stated that none of his
helicopters were flying that evening. He further stated that six of his seven
helicopters had large painted red and white crosses which would have been
clearly visible from the ground, even during reasonable darkness. He stated
that if any of his helicopters were flying that evening, he would necessarily
have been involved.
Additional inquiries were made to the captain of the Houston Police Djpartment in
charge of helicopter operations, the local FAA spokesman, and the civilian
helicopter repair facility at Montgomery County Airport. No one had any
knowledge of helicopters flying in the area.
Mr. John Schussler stated that another person had earlier told him that he saw
helicopters flying at the approxijnate time of the incident. However, that
person refused to be interviewed or otherwise cooperate in the inquiry.
Upon returning to Washington, DC, requests for information were made to the IG
at the JFK Center, Special Operations, AF and Navy IGs, CIA, and the Bergstrom
AFB JAG. In response to letters from Senators Tower, Bentsen, and Congressman
Wilson, representatives of the JAG at Bergstrom AFB interviewed the two ladies
and the boy in August 1981. The results of the interview were provided this
office. Although the apparent purpose of the interview was to submit a claim
against the government, the JAG office at Bergstrom AFB presently knows of no
claim submitted by the victims or their lawyer. In summary, no one could
provide pertinent information that might involve Army helicopters.
GENERAL OCMMEM1

Ms. Landrum and Ms. Cash were credible. The DAIG investigator felt*

~

_\ The policeman and his wife were also credible
witnesses. There was no perception that anyone was trying to exaggerate the
truth. All interviewees were extremely cooperative and eager to be helpful in
any manner. Through the course of inquiry the DAIG investigating officer tried
to concentrate on any reason or anyone or organization which might have been
flying helicopters that particular evening in that general area. There was no
evidence presented that would indicate that Army, National Guard, or Army
Reserve helicopters were involved.

)FGE-

Lieutenant Colonel, IG
Assistance Division

Mutual UFO Network, Inc.
103OLDTOWNE ROAD
SEGUIN, TEXAS 78155 U.S.A.
WALTER H. ANDRUS, JR.
International Director

A Texas Non-Profit Corporation
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DEDICATED TO THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
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The allegation that Army, National Guard, or Arm/ Reserve helicopters might have
been invplvedjji a DEO incident that occurred 29 December 1980,
DISCOSSIOH;
This case was given to Array Congressional Liaison by AF Congressional Liaison
after the AF could not determine any involvement. The three victims (two women
and a young boy) clearly recall viewing some 23 helicopters orbiting around the
object. Through the process of identifying silhouettes, some of the helicopters
were determined to be twin rotors, or CR47s (Chinooks). Since the Ann/ has the
preponderance of troop and heavy equipment helicopters, the case was transferred
to the D&IG for inquiry.
The D&IG inquiry focused exclusively on the question whether Army, Rray National
Guard or Army Reserve helicopters were involved in this incident, fbere was no
effort to substantiate the existence of unidentified flying objects (FIFOs), the
events that happened that evening, or the medical problems that allegedly have
occurred to the three victims.
Prior to visiting the site area, numerous phone calls were made to tie different
Army commands to request that records be checked to determine if any helicopters
were flying at the approximate time and location of the reported incident. It
is noted that the site of the incident is some 35 miles northeast of Houston,
Texas, near Dayton, Texas. The reported time and date were between 2100 hrs and
2130 hrs, 29 December 1980 (Monday). There were no scheduled maneuvers in the
area, and most Army units traditionally observe very limited operations on half
day schedules.
Requests for assistance for any pertinent information were made to FCfSCOM,
Operation and Reserve Training Division, and program director for new systems;
TRADOC, Operations and Training; Aviation Command, project manager foe aviation
Systems; DARCOM-IG; TBOQM; O1EA; DCSREA; Port Bood-IG; TCATA (at Port Hood), and
the Corpus Christi repair facility. Coordination was made with John Schussler,
project director for manned flight operations with NASA, Major Dennis Haire
local commander for eight Chinook Texas National Guard helicopters stationed at
Ellington AFB, south of Houston; and CW4 Gustofson, senior AST for seven Army
Reserve huey helicopters stationed at Tomball civilian airfield, northwest of
Houston. Other coordination was made with Dr. Rank, M.D., Radiologist; and Dr.
Niemtzow, M.D., USAF, Radiation Oncologist (specializing in radiation for cancer
patients); both of whom had interest and knowledge in the case.- After a period
of time to thoroughly check flight records, all reports concerning any known
helicopters flying in that general area were negative.
A trip was then made to the Texas site area to interview people with pertinent
knowledge. John Schussler was interviewed. He had followed the case since
February 1981 and was thoroughly conversant with all aspects of the case.
Vicki Landrum (older of two women victims) was interviewed. She testified as
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to the events that evening. She was adamant that she and the other two victims
(Betty Cash and her grandson) had counted approximately 23 helicopters flying
around the object shortly after the object had ascended back in the sky. She
related the medical disorders that have happened to each of the three victims;
including sores on skin, hair falling out, blackened fingernails, constant
diarrhea, loss of appetite, and diminished eyesight. The medical evidence of
deterioration of health seems almost irrefutable, but was not a primary
consideration in the DAIG inquiry.
Ms. Landnsn related an experience she had in May 1981, some 5 months after the
alleged incident. An Army National Guard helicopter (CH47) from Ellington AEB
landed in the Dayton town square to be en static display for a local
celebration. In a conversation with the aircraft pilot, OS3 Culberson, Mrs.
Landrum heard him to say that he was flying the evening of the incident in
response to an emergency by the Montgomery County Sherriff's Department. Khen
pressed for more details, the pilot responded that he was prohibited from adding
more information because of national security. After the interview with Ms.
Landnsn the DMG investigator telephoned Ms. Betty Case in Alabama to
corroborate or add any knowledge to the incident supplied by Ms. Landruau Ms.
Cash had moved to Alabama some months earlier so that her mother could take care
of her because of the continued deterioration of her health allegedly caused by
the incident. The 8 year old boy was not interviewed.
Next, a local Dayton policeman and his wife were interviewed. He recalled a
conversation that he had with his wife at approximately 0040 hours, 30 December
1981, some 3 hours after the alleged sighting by the three victims, as they were
returning from a visit to her parents' home. Some 8 miles from Dayton and
within 5 miles of the earlier sighting, the policeman and his wife heard loud
noises and noticed helicopters flying in groups of three in a "V" formation.
They vividly remember discussing that some maneuvers must be going on nearby,
the lateness of the hour (sometime between 0030 hrs and 0100 hrs), the
helicopters were flying lower than normal (400 or 500 feet from ground level),
they were twin rotors, and some of the helicopters periodically would turn on
spotlights or landing lights which indicated they might be looking for
something. Although the policeman discussed his experience with others at the
office the next day neither he nor his wife could give any other names of people
who might also have seen helicopters that evening.
A trip was made to Conroe, TX to interview the local sheriff. Neither he, his
deputies, nor the dispatcher on duty the night in question could recall any
emergency or any reason why helicopters might have been requested or flying.
Chief Warrant Officer Culberson, full time employee and maintenance officer for
eight Texas National Guard helicopters at Ellington AFB stated that he remembers
talking to Ms. Landrum while his aircraft was on static display in Dayton, TX.
However, he emphatically stated that he was not flying that evening, he knows of
no one who was flying, and his response to Ms. Landrum was simply that he had
heard on the media that some helicopters responded to a request for assistance
by the Montgomery County Sheriff's Department.
Major Haire, the National Guard detachment commander and CW3 Culberson's CO,
stated that none of his aircraft were flying that evening. He further stated
that it would be most unusual for any flying on a Monday evening. Virtually all
flying in the unit is done on week-ends with occasional make-up flying done on
Thursday evenings. Also, all flight missions must have his approval before the
flight.

o
An interview was conducted with CSJ4 Gustofson, the senior full tiae
administrator for the seven Army Reserve huey helicopters located at Tomball
Airfield on the northern edge of Houston. He stated that none of his
helicopters were flying that evening. He further stated that six of his seven
helicopters had large painted red aid white crosses which would have been
clearly visible from the ground, even during reasonable darkness. He stated
that if any of his helicopters were flying that evening, he would necessarily
have been involved.
Additional inquiries were ntaale to the captain of the Houston Police IJpartment in
charge of helicopter operations, the local FAA spokesman, and the civilian
helicopter repair facility at Montgomery County Airport. No one bad siy
knowledge of helicopters flying in the area.
Mr. John Schussler stated that another person had earlier told him that he saw
helicopters flying at the approximate tine of the incident. However, that
person refused to be interviewed or otherwise cooperate in the inquiry.
Upon returning to Washington, EC, requests for information were irade to the IG
at the JFK Center, Special Operations, AF and Navy IGs, CIA, and tbe Bergstrcm
AFB JAG. In response to letters from Senators Tower, Bentsen, and Congressman
Wilson, representatives of the JAG at Bergstrora AFB interviewed the two ladies
and the boy in August 1981. The results of the interview were provided this
office. Although the apparent purpose of the interview was to sutadt a claim
against the government, the JAG office at Bergstrom AFB presently knows of no
claim submitted by the victims or their lawyer. In summary, no one could
provide pertinent information that might involve Army helicopters.
GENERAL CCMflENT

Ms. Landrum and Ms. Cash were credible. The DAIG investigator felt*

~

The policeman and his wife were also credible
witnesses. There was no perception that anyone was trying to exaggerate the
truth. All interviewees were extremely cooperative and eager to be helpful in
any manner. Through the course of inquiry the DAIG investigating officer tried
to concentrate on any reason or anyone or organization which might have been
flying helicopters that particular evening in that general area. There was no
evidence presented that would indicate that Army, national Guard, or Army
Reserve helicopters were involved.
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ENCOUNTER OBSERVEBS DI:BNTJ>

V«SU by UntdenUtted Flylag O3>)ect<, atone with UUKB
«S Bnnta. *J» «»ve» and W*
SBettr Bunny are mostly
tratslful, a g»»4 fnany o( us
'Stay wnr CTontol
of the mast whimtdnd. we assume.
llowavrr, th-<re ant e growins numbe- of j»opl» wfeu
sutacrttot la the belk-t Out
UPO'a are. indeed, real. Thot
aorpo of UB convinced now
-has a now potential ttt erf
Uttiuctant) Joc&l ncrulte.
Ho natter what riu folk*
«*o briong to au=h crc*nlsteems ai the International
AuaciaUan lor UK InweUsn.•.Ijon at tfce Unexplained may
My. the jump from *uppn»4
fanuey <o glaring reality lj •
troubhng rxperirnae, ercordIns to Guadalajar* mbtenta
Ray and Carmm W*lby. and
«i*r chO*P«n. It h Ul thr
mag>i baffling to th» Matbyi.
for they arr not bidlned to
adllrao hiJIurlniitlon* and
Jhnf««r, «»y thrir frVndi.
Their ^xprrlrrx:i' rr*nnW^s
very mutti a MTlfC digrt»»lun
ftocn Sto<*m S^Mlbcrt'* UTT
lUm. 'OoM iliicuunter» &f UK
MW a lifttt uob«y had ever
•ten befure moving overhead.
A Ugnl ao bright tturt iW
fcuriwd them, leaving scorch
marka on their *iun the caoac
'of which ao phyttcian «o far
has bew able to HWiUly.
On Saturday night, Novenv
ber VI. the Malbya were enihe beach at La dc
•, near the re*on area
of Rlnooo dt Gutvyabltaa. Ray
and Oainen Malby, young
OAUchtrn. Diana. 13, a/id
Mini, IS, win aaleap at mid. in a friend1! cabin. OloVr
I, Chela, 24, and her
rriendi, Andre*, 2S. and Magi,
at, were in the fMntl/a omi
neanUy wlu^ a vivid,
light appeared In the aky.
There waa the rtcular wash
of the turf breaking th« oight
almce, but no drone of a
motor, no yammer of b*Ucopter bladei baltloc the air,
no mnJionlcal eounda at all.
The inteox (ight iDOvod
do»<T ai those In the oar
watered, k cane U a Aalt,
•pun about and thrn, man
tluwly, row. Oirlo *nd An
drr» got out Of tb« CU tO
w*toh II; Magt runaincd behind Siunnm by the nature
of the lichl. Chrlo called to
her p&rernj In thr cabin.
Ray Miftry came

Uut point, eviTyonr on the 21 On Lo lit Marcus bMcti, and
wem to bnl. onawd. looJOng at l/tt bunu. U "\M
v«d. bui nov ivauy die
otntouc th&t com»ihlng •xtrt'
cuited. "I waa ready to db
ordinary uwb pi&o>. Such oji
imlija It," ractJU Hay Malby. •uperlenui would
-until the bum* aPlMOmL"
ly nttle the
Caniwn, Mini. CSiclo and acnunble (he Imagination «(
Andn-s oil auf/crod burnt thai the noUiwt akeinic. And e»«R
oppraral »rvrr«i days after Un most UMigh-mlcdad sainthe Ntperl'nuc. M&gl, who tKtKwn would tvnvmter
nnutnrd In the ctr «4ien Uta
(tibt otbl. glcrins fighl — ssn^
obj«rt appoirtd, «rai Dot J»» buent - the re«t of their
feumrd. Ndlhcr were Hay or UWBL
•.'::
P>ana, who wen- thr l*nl oul
of Ite csbtn, and who oHmrvo9 fite l<Cn( for the •feartett
frriod ol tin*. C h f t l o ' e
•houiden. hand* aM f«c*
wrn* burrwd. On on* ot her,
ahouktere rouM lie cran UK
ouOine of Andm' hand. Kc
had r<-tii<d hli hand thm,
«1ih hlft ana Bb«ut her
ahoutdrr, and «xpcrleno>4 ««
«c burnt en tht back of hit
Hand. Andm' faar and tags
were Angad »1tJi- (null dota
and ipioufliM. 'Rie bum* UUUred and then lUne4 They
breamr mnre fc-vere. with tbnt
and wen «U11
three «wt
1T\« MJOby. vfaiiled thref
dittorent Oooon. hopbis to
Obtain B definite «n*)j«lfl of
the bums. All of the opinion!
ollered, Including Uut by
their family doctor, L*ii» CanUUi. were unanlmoua, but **,
inconolualve: *nie bum* were
definitely not lunburn, but of
an unknown o-1g*n .Ttn potalbllliy of ohnmlcml bum from
water pollution wai r!l*id, f*
but UUr discounted, booaua*
Carmtn, who did not B° in10
the ooeejx, wi« among tttooe
burned. Neither Uw Maltoyi
nor their friend were csjwa•d to any other incident
during their Onv tofftttier
that aooounli for the un'uoua)
Much like SPittberg'a
galactic turn, nothing about I
tka Maiby'K e«f»rie«r« — or
-fighting." aa UFO toU wouid
teim It — lolii into tho are*
of iltnple explanation. For
thosr on La dt MArco§ beach
who »»w iht itfht and wire
burnad, it la proul o! . . . well.
comeihing. But whall Such
are profoundly UU, even aebucllve at
momviu. It U LecnpUng tor
thow wlto have maifc a UFO
slgWiag to wnder About tht
next ftrp, leap, leu-ward. Wbat
il thty couVJ have m»de »ome
kind of conlack — a tru«
doe* enoountor of the thirt
kind — with. ..with wtnU-vtT
M <*•! they aaw?
TVln M.c.lh-/e

Q.r*

r»rlucto.rU

4. BURNED — Mmbere of Uie Mulby famlr/, reaSdonta of Ctiadalojaro, Mirfernd burnt on Ihetr forao, legs
end Kandi eft«B- eecbuj a brtlllantty-Ut, nolnlnw oejart epprooeti. manauver and ISwfl ap>*d away, a> a nearby bmefc.
Shown abofe are DUna, II, her father, Ray Malbjr, and Mini,
It. (V. Bl«i abate)

R i c h a r d C. N l e m t z o w , M..J|
166 Cannon Drive
Travis AFB, CA 914-535
M9/C1.
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VICTIMS IN UUi IfcMllATIOX CASH (SKI- STORY, I'AGE 3)

BY Kichunl Hall

Preliminury Report
What promises to be one of the
most significant physical evidence
cases in modern UFO history occurred December 29, 1980, nt-ar
Huffman, Texas, northeast of
Houston. Two women and a young
boy suffered various degrees of
injury, largely attributable to radiation poisoning and radiant heal,
after watching a luminous object
hover low over the road ahead of
their car. MUFON Deputy Director,
John Schuessler, and members of
Project VISIT are investigating.
They are seeking to obtain the full
set of medical records.
Betty Cash, 52, was driving her
1980 Cutlass Supreme from New
Caney to Dayton, Texas, on Highway 1485 about 9:00 p.m. With her
were a friend, Vicky Landrum, 60s,
and Vicky's grandson Colby, 7.
Suddenly a luminous, fiery-looking
object descended to treetop level
over the road ahead of them and
they heard a beeping noise that
persisted throughout the sighting.
From its underside, flames (redorange) were emitted toward the
road periodically, with an audible
"woosh." Betty stopped the car,
afraid to drive beneath the object;
they opened the car doors to stand
beside the car and watch. The glow
was brilliant, and they could feel
strong heat and hear a loud roaring
noise.
Colby became terrified and he
and Vicky got back in the car, but
Betty remained outside for a longer
period of time. (Probably significantly, Betty's injuries were the
most severe.) Finally, the object
•started to rise and move away to the
right in a southwesterly direction
with a large number of helicopters
(20 or more) seemingly in pursuit.
The evening was cool and the car

heater had been turned on, but now
the car was so hot that Belly turned
on the air conditioner.
Later Betty dropped Vicky and
Colby off at their house and d,rpve
home, feeling ill. She arrived home
at 9:50 p.m. Numerous symptoms
appeared
almost immediately:
swollen neck, head and facial
blisters, swollen earlobes, and
swollen eyelids. Her eyes closed
completely and she could not see for
several days. Four days later, unable
to eat, and suffering nausea, vomiting, and diarrhea, Betty entered the
hospital where she remained for 15
days. She also suffered severe loss
of hair. After being discharged, she
continued to suffer swellings, headaches, and lack of appetite. A Ijttle
over a week later, she returned to
the hospital for additional treatment.
As of February 22, she remained
constantly tired, headachy, and
unable to work.
When they arrived home that
night Vicky and Colby also felt ill;
Colby's face was "sunburned" and
he had eye problems, a condition
that still persists to a mild degree.
They spread large quantities of baby
oil on their faces for three days. Both
had stomach aches and diarrhe^ for
several days. Vicky experienced
some lose: of hair and a sensation as if
her scalp were "asleep." During the
sighting, she had placed her left
hand on top of the car, ancj the
fingernails on that hand showed odd
line-like indentations across their
width.
Colby had nightmares for 2-3
weeks, and since has displayed, extreme anxiety and fear at the sight of
a helicopter. The large number of
helicopters itself poses a mystery, .
since no obvious source oT that
many helicopters is known in the
area, especially on short notice if
they were pursuing the UFO, as they
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General appearance of Huffman, Texas,
UFO
appeared to be. The date also was
during the holiday season when
military bases typically would be on
"stand-down"
with
reduced
personnel.
Although they remain to be fully
documented, the medical symptoms
suggest both radiation sickness and
physical burns; both ultraviolet and
infrared radiation may have been
involved. Full details will be reported as soon as the investigation is
completed, and the future health of
the witnesses will be monitored.

CASH-LANDRUM RADIATION CASE
By John F. Schuesslej

(Nolt: Tiiif follow-up rtfmi is billed on a
presentation to the Sept. 1981 CUFOS
UFO Conference. The (me u<n$ initiiillu
reported m the Apr. 1981 issue. No. J5S.)

The problem of radiation sickness
caused by UFOs is defined by these
brief examples:
October 24, 1887: Venezuelan
family exposed to a brightly lit
unidentified flying object (UFO) and
suffered burns, vomiting, hair loss,
and extensive swelling.
May 20, 1967: Canadian prospector Stephen Michalak encountered a
landed UFO and suffered burns,
nausea, vomiting, swelling and an extended illness.
October 3, 1973; Missouri truck
driver exposed to an extremely bright
UFO, blinded for days, and had vision impairment for a year.
These and hundreds of similar incidents indicate that UFOs are
seriously affecting people. How can
these people be helped? What can we
learn about UFOs by studying these
human effects?
A small team of engineers, scientists, and medical specialists have
formed P/oject VISIT (Vehicle Internal Systems Investigative Team), to
be a clearinghouse for all UFO incidents involving medical injury or
alleged entry into a UFO. VISIT
members collect and analyze data on
the physical effects of UFOs on people. This scientific and medical data is
then examined to discover the probable mechanisms of the UFO.
The latest entry into the VISIT data
base occurred on December 29,1980,
when three Texans encountered a
UFO and suffered severe medical
consequences. Betty Cash (51), Vickie
Landrum (57), and Vickie's grandson
Colby Landrum (7), were driving
home to Dayton, Texas, on the
Cleveland-Huffman road just north of
Lake Houston. It was 9 o'clock at
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Artist's Rendition of the Sighting
(Bv Kathy Schuessler)
night and the road was deserted. The
first indication of something qnusual
was the presence of a very jntense
light several miles ahead just above
the pine trees. Betty remarkecj about
the unusual brightness, but tenjiporarily lost sight of it due to the many
trees along the road.
Suddenly, hovering over the road
only a short distance ahead was an
enormous diamond shaped object. "It
was like a diamond of fire,' Vickie
said. The glow was so intense they
could barely stand to look at it. Vickie
at first thought it was the fulfillment
of biblical prophecy and expected
Jesus to come out of the fire in the
sky.
In addition to lighting the whole
area like daytime-, the UFO periodically belched flames downward.
Fearing they would be burned alive
Betty stopped the 1980 Oldsmobile
Cutlass without leaving the road.
They all got out of the car to get a

better look at the UFO. Colby was
terrified and dove back into the car.
begging his grandma to get back in.
too. Vickie did and comforted Colby.
Betty stood momentarily by the
driver's door and then walked forward to the front of the car. After
much pleading by Vickie, Betty finally returned to the car. The door handle was so hot she used her leather
coat as a hotpad to open the door.
Although the w i n t e r . night air ha^l
been about 40°F, the heat from tho
UFO caused the witnesses to sweat
and feel so uncomfortable that they
turned on the car's air conditioner.
Each time the object would shoot
flames downward it would rise. A*
the flames stopped it would drop in
altitude. The intense glow, however.
never changed. In addition, the
threesome heard an irregular beeping
sound throughout the sighting.
on next

Radiation, Continued
Finally, the flames slupped. thr object rose to the south-wt>st. and was
lost from sight. Vickk' and CnlNy
commented that several hrlicoptt-rs
could be seen above and bryond thr
UFO. Vickie said with relief, "we'rr
safe and we're sound, hut I'm burning
and it's so hot."
Betty was directly exposed to the
object 5 to 10 minutes. Vickie 3 to 5
minutes, and Colby only a minute or
so. As Betty raced homeward she
fumed right on FM 2100. Five
minutes had lapsed and just ahead
was the UFO and a large number of
helicopters. 'The sky was full of
helicopters," Betty said. Some^wcre
near the object and others lagged
behind. She feared the helicopters
would collide. They were dazzled as
they counted more than 20 helicopters. According to Vickie, 'The
helicopter roar was like a tornado."
They sped onward towards home,
turning on to the Huff man -Eastgate
road, then to FM 1960. By this time
the object had been in sight, climbing
into the night sky, for another 5
minutes. On FM I960 the threesome
were going away from the UFO, but
could still observe it as a diminishing
bright light for 2 or 3 more minutes.

Sighting Location: I. Alan Holt; r. Vickie Landrum

W$:'*t

Unusual Medical Effects
Betty dropped Vickie and Colby in
Dayton and arrived home at 9:05
p.m. where her friend Wilma was
waiting. Vickie said as she left the car.
"My head huris, I'm sick." Betty felt
even worse. In addition to a terrible
headache and nausea, her neck began
to swell and red blotches appeared on
her face and head.
December 29th was a turning point
in the lives of Betty and Vickie. Betty,
an unusually energetic woman, had
plans to open a new restaurant. The
sickness that followed ruined those
plans. For the next four days Betty's
health degraded. Her eyes swelled
closed, the red blotches became
blisters of clear fluid, and she was
weak with diarrhea and nausea. The
headaches never ceased. Because Betty was unable to function, Vickie was
afraid she would die and set out to
locate her doctor.

Betty Cash Showing Hair Loss
After a number of telephone calls a
doctor instructed Vickie to take Betty
to the hospital emergency roqm
where the staff received and treated
her as a burn patient. Over the next
several days Betty lost patches of skin
on her face and about 50 % of her hair
fell out.
After 12 days in the hospital Betty
went home, even though she had
shown little improvement. Her condition again degraded to the point

where she returned to the hospital for
15 more days. During the weeks that
followed the incident. Vickie treated
herself and Colby with baby oil to
stop the burning of their faces. Their
stomach pains and diarrhea stopped
after a couple of weeks but their eyes
are apparently permanently damaged
and treatment continues. Colby had
nightmares for weeks and was ex((i»itinnrJ <"i ntxl pngr)

Radiation, Continued

•»TV'

tremely frightened by bright lights in
the night sky or by helicopters
anytime.
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SUMMARY OF THE MEDICAL EFFECTS
Colby Erythema (reddening ol ihr skin)
Eyes swollen and watery
Stomach pains
Diarrhea
Anorexia (loss of app>-titr»
Some weight loss
Increase in tooth cavitk-.
Vickie Erythema
Photophthalmia (eye* swollen, tvjIiTy
and painful)
Vision greatly diminished
Stomach pains
Diarrhea
Anorexia
Ulceration on the arm*, resulting in
scarring and loss of pigmentation
Karatin affected resulting in finnrrnjil
damage
Hair loss
Hair regrowth of a'difteient texture
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Vickie Landrum: Photophobia Eye Condition

Belty Erythema
Acute photophthalmid feyes sivollrn
closed, painful, watery)
Vision impaired
Stomach pains
Vomiting diarrhea
Anorexia
Loss of energy, lethargy
Scarring and loss of skin pigmentation
Excessive hair loss
Hair regrowth of a different texture

The electromagnetic spectrum is
divided into groups according to
wavelengths. X-rays and gamma rays
have very short wavelengths: ultraviolet radiation, visible light, and infrared have* increasingly longer wavelengths. Since the regions overlap, an
exposed person may suffer .effects of
more than one region — x-ray and
ultraviolet for example.
Exposure to ultraviolet radiation
can produce photophobia, photophthalmia (arc-eye), edema of the
eyelids, and erythema of the skin. Exposure to gamma and x-radiation can
provide a strong general weakness,
anorexia, nausea, vomiting, apathy,
severe headache, sleeplessness, and
dizziness.
The symptoms provide a clue to
the type of radiation exposure. The
degree of illness depends upon the
type and energy of the radiation, the

Vickie Landruirj: Sores Persist After 8 Months.
dose, amount of exposure, and a number of other variables. However,
there is no typo of radiation that js not
potentially dangerous to the eye. Certainly most of the listed symptoms
can be found in the Cash/Landrum incident.
. '
The Helicopters
All the witnesses were interrogated
separately for information about the
helicopters. Thev all

were at least 20. Illumination from
the glowing object clejrly showed
details of the helicopters i'vcn though
the night was lijrk and thr moon \\'Js
in the third quarter. At Icjsl tuf ditferent helicopter models xvi-rr present, but they referred jl^ 1 to the oni %
large thing amidst the hrlkopters.
Through use of lioliiopli'r idcntifica: .-ri charts one model was clearly identified as the Boi-in^ CH--J"

Radiation, Continued
Chinook. Another was identified as
being similar to the Bell Huey model,
but not positively identified as such.
Each of the witnesses not only
identified the shape and main characteristics of the Chinook, they also
pointed out details such as the wheels. lighting pattern, and sounds.
Contact with the Houston International Airport FAA representative
provided the following:

Distinctive Silhouette of CH-47 Helicopter

e

350-400 helicopters operate commercially in the Houston area.
• All are single rotor types (no
Chinooks).
• Helicopter traffic flies Visual
Flight Rules (VFR), consequently they
do not contact the tower.
• Beyond 15 miles from the airport
they must stay below 1.800 feet.
• The Houston radar is limited to
2,000-2,200 feet around Lake
Houston due to the location of antenna.
Contact with military installations
was of little help. Fort Polk, Fort
Hood, Dallas Naval Air Station, and
England AFB stated they did not fly
into the Houston area that evening.
The unit operating out of Ellington
AFB in Houston had landed before
the sighting time. Robert Gray Field
had 100 helicopters come in from the
field at one time "for effect," but
claimed to have avoided the Houston
area. Hence, no one claims the helicopters that filled the Huffman area
sky that winter night.

United States if they were prepared
to relate the nature of objects such as
the one at Huffman and others where
public safety is at stake. Betty and
Vickie have never said the Huffman
UFO was a flying saucer with little
green men. They believe it yvas a
government-sponsored operation of
some kind. Others that saw and heard
the helicopters that evening have the
same feeling.
Third, UFO organizations usually
do not cooperate to the fullest to help
the witnesses. The Huffman incident
is an exception. The Mutual UFO
Network of Seguin, Texas, the Center
for UFO Studies of Evanston, 1 linois,
and the Aerial Phenomena Research
Organization of Tucson, Arizqna, all
cooperated in a responsible manner to

assist the Houston-based Project
VISIT to conduct the investigation by
providing consultants, recommendations, and data pertaining to similar
cases. Such cooperation is in the best
interest of all parties involved.
The investigation continues. The
future health state of Betty, Vickie,
and Colby is yet to be determined.
However, several radiation specialists
have given freely of their time and
talents to establish a program of
rehabilitation and care. Full treatment
is still lacking because the data on the
source of the problem, the UFO. is
still not available.
Project VISIT members are available on call for consultation. The address of VISIT is Post Office Box 877,
Friendswood, Texas 77546.

(Photogrwhf provided bu John Schutssler)

L NETWORK
Conclusion
This incident clearly points up
several serious conditions. First, when
a person is involved in a close encounter with a UFO they find it nearly impossible to obtain immediate
assistance. The police, newspapers,
and even doctors receive their plea
for help with tongue in cheek. The
doctors, being unprepared for a
bizarre account like Betty's, spend a
lot of time trying to determine what is
wrong, as a standard treatment
metho^ has never been defined.
Second, military organizations
could better serve the ciHzens of the

Project UFOMD — a network of
doctors to intensively study UFOrelated injury cases — has been
organized by radiologist Richard C.
Niemtzow. Before being called to active duty in the Air Force, Dr. Niemtzow was active in MUFON and Project VISIT in the Houston, Texas', area.
Doctors in the MUFON network are
invited to contact Dr. Niemtzow and
offer their services.
- ,
Over about a 2-year period he
hopes to investigate and assess a
minimum of 12 cases dealing with
medical injuries incurred during UFO
close encounters, and possibly pro-

duce a catalogue correlating the
resulting data. Investigators aware of
such cases are urged to have the
witness consult a physician of their
own choice, and Dr. Niemtzow will
be available as a consultant to the
primary physician. Clinical and
laboratory tests should be conducted
on the witness in each case.
Interested physicians, including
doctors working with patients reporting UFO-related injuries, should contact Dr. Niemtzow at (707) 446-5050
or write to him at 532 Merchant St..
Vacaville, CA 95688.

By Lew Willis
MUFON State Section Director
(© 1981, Lewis ). Willis)

.VOTE, y^i.-fc'if in thi ini'tsrigaticn were
Jtwit Wii'.'is MUFON' investigator and
/fiir Fiii'i'iT. 5di/f Sfi'h'rn Dirtclor. Tyler.
Ti.v.tr. Rfs.Ti.-.-u-f hypnosis sessions iwrt
iY>iiiii,/rii li> Sirp/irn Giirfc, P/tD.
.\ f L'FO.V Ci"i>u/Mnl in C/imVii/ Hypnosis,
Gii'-i-uiif Ta'tis. it'u/ nimifiirft/ by G. Neil/
Hf>; AIL/FOX 5/ij/f Diwtor, Tfxns.
I'f.V'Y. iiHM!:£. iiuif ii/'fir regrtstirt hypnosis.
The niimt- iiseil herein arc pseudonyms its
the siil'.1!1:/ ifj'j/irs tit rtmain anonymous.
Megan Elliott graduated with, a
Bachelor's degree in August 1980,
and was visiting her mother in East
Texas before her new teaching job
started. Megan had spent only . two
days at her mother's when her
daughter, Renee, then 18 months old,
developed an ear infection. Renee
also had a rash on the upper thigh of
one leg which persisted in spite of
two doctor's attempts to clear it up.
On August 21, 1980, Renee began
screaming about 7 p.m., and in spite
of everything her mother and grandmother tried, her aggravation worsened around midnight. Renee continued to go to the front door saying
"go bye-bye car." Megan finally told
her mother.she had no choice but to
take Renee home regardless of the
late hour and a drive of some 70 miles
along dark, lonely roads. She called
her husband, John, and asked him to
leave the outside lights on and the
door unlocked, because she was coming home. John said "ok" and promptly went back to sleep.
Megan left her mother's around
midnight, not bothering to pack,
wearing only her pajamas and bathrobe, and was barefoot. Renee was
wearing a disposable diaper and her
g r a n d f a t h e r ' s T - s h i r t a n d was.
likewise, barefoot. Megan was driving her 1978 Honda Civic, and had
rolled the windows down as it was

warm that night and the car was not
air conditioned. Renee promptly
went to sleep, so Megan turned on
the radio to keep her company.
Megan had driven about 30 miles
ana Was nearing the three bridges of
Lake Fork Creek when her "radio
began to do weird things — acting
like it was flipping back and forth but
not stopping at the channels — as if
sorriebody was messing with my
radio." She reached over to cut off the
radio and at that moment heard "a
very loud electrical noise that hurt my
ears, and the lights began to dim on
the car." She then felt her car being
lifted off the highway, and she immediately reached over to check
Renee and lock the doors.
When she looked outside she could
see the tops of the tall pine trees
belciw being blown in one direction
"as if in a windstorm." She then
looked up to see the flat metal bottom
of in object only a few feet away
"with a double row of bright lights in
a circle." She then saw the rim of an
opening as the auto entered the object. Rolling up the windows and
locking the doors, she found herself
in a.clrcular, brightly lit room with no
apparent source of light and was
ama'zcd that she "could not see any
seams anywhere, 'so 1 literally panickedl I just sat there, and 1 could
remember not really shaking, but
feeljrig my insides churning and
thinking. Cod! What do 1 do now7 . . .
Renee has opened her eyes and is
pointing and saying 'look, Mom,
lookl' 1 looked and lights were
everywhere! It didn't seem like they
were individual . . . a lit room . . .
very bright . . . it's round . . . smells
funny . . . kinda like rain."
"1 heard a voiie in my head say
'Megnn. gel Renee and gel out of the
car.'" She aj;ain checked the doors
and made sure Renee was alright and

again heard the voice telling,her to
get out of the car. This time Megan
thought Renee may have heard it, as
her eyebrows were going up and she
was pointing at something and looking at her mother. Suddenly, from
across the room, a door slid open with
a sound "like a vacuum-packed can
being opened . .. and a dry ice-type
fog .. . about 18 inches deep .. .
began rolling across the floor, and a
little creature came out and told me to
get out of the car." When Megan
again refused she "heard a click . . .
like a latch, and the door swung open,
and fell o'ff the hingesl It hit the floor
with a dull thud causing me to jump!"
Megan then remembers feeling "very
tranquil."
Megan reached over and got Renee
and sat her down on the floor. When
Megan got out of the car, she noticed
the floor was "real cold and clammy
.. . not really wet or slick, but close to
(the feel of) cement . . . textured like
brick" to her bare feet. She had to
walk around the door partially submerged in the low-lying fog. As she
was following the "creature," she
heard Renee fall, and when she
turned, Renee was getting up after
tripping over the door.
When the "creature" first entered
the room, "Renee giggled as she
thought it was funny the way he
walked," Megan explained that he
walked with a very fluid motion and
his arms and legs moved "like bending a copper wire . . . he didn't walk
like he had ball joints, like we do ...
his arms and legs made a gentle
curve."
Megan described the "creature" as
being a short humanoid with "large
head, no ears, no eyebrows, oval eyes
without lashes, no hair on the entire
body, brojd nose with two apertures
(ctmtinutd on nrrf page)
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or nostrils, on the upper surface. The
mouth was a little slit, thin neck, thin
body, thin jrms. long fingers, four on
each hand. The nave! was horizontal.
like strek'hing the opening of a
balloon." She noted no physical
characteristic?, that would indicate
male or female, "although they had
prctrrals like muscles." She never saw
the feet as there was always a dense
fog on the floor when he was present.
She couldn't tell if it was wearing
tight-fitting clothing, or if she was seeing hi? entire body which looked "like
the color and texture of Silly Putty."
When shown a Pantone color chart,
Megan said "47?-A. but shinier and
slicker." She remembers that it "had a
covering over the outer portion of the
eyes which didn't protrude, but much
like an eyelid which never blinked
. . . he didn't smile, his mouth never
moved."
The "creature'' led the way, motioning for Megan to follow with
Renee close behind. They went
through the open door and. under
hypnosis. Megan remembers "like a
hallway, and on the other side of the
hallway, a door, just like the one
before . . . and just as I get almost to
it. it opens, and he goes in, and I go in
. . . I guess Renee goes in."
Megan finds herself in a round
room, "but not a round round . . .
smoke's on the floor . . . that same
smog that rolled . . . there's tables
with funny things over them . . .
there's two more — whatevers."
Megan later explains there were two
other "humanoids" in the room, all of
which looked identical. "One has his
back turned, looking at a panel of
lights, fo/s of lights. . . colors . . . blue,
green, red, yellow, white, purple,
black. 1 don't see the face of the guy
with the lights, but there was another
one that was at the tables . . . and 1
hear a voice tell me to get on the (able
and I didn't hesitate, 1 climbed up on
the table."
Megan later explains the lable was
about 4 feel off the floor, making it
hard for her to get up on it. Megan
then heard "metal clamps. 4 inches
wide . . . snap across my ankles, my
wrist, my chesl. thighs . . . feeli cold.

Humanoid Captors of Mother and Daughter
stiff, tight. I can't move; I couldn't
move if I tried to move." Renee is on
an identical table next to hers and
Megan wonders how she got on it, as
"1 didn't place her on it." Renee was
clamped in too, and Megan recalls she
"didrVt scream which she would normally do if you tried to hold her
down . . . She loves it. she's very excited.".
While under hypnosis. Megan recalls "the table — it did something! It's
getting me wet! . . . coming from the
table . . . from tin- head ilown . . . like
I'd be floating cm a Idblc." When
asked l>y Dr. Cbrk il Renee was we)
too. Mpgan said "yes. slip says she's
swimming!"
Megan looks up to see a "large,
brightly lit dome a i r j j|>ovc, w i t h

two probe-like devices coming down
from the dome. "The table is now wet
and cold and she feels numb, but the
dome is radiating heat so that she is
"cold and wet on one side and hot on
the other." She describes the probe as
jointed in three sections "like a ball
and socket joint" and it came down to
almost touch her. "It moves around
me. very close to me. but 1 feel
tingles, and I can't tell if it's touching
me or not."
Megjn remembers the probe making a clicking noise as it moved
around and over her body. When
asked if (he probe ever touched
Renee. Megan recalls that the probe
"did different things at different
on nrxl
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times," and was at one time seen to
enter Renee's nose with a pair of small
"bee-bee"-like devices on the end and
again seen to enter Renee's naval with
a "needle-like" device. When Megan
saw this happening she said "don't
hurt my baby, she's been sick," and
they replied "she's not any more."
She recalls seeing a fine "yellow mist
being sprayed all over Renee," again
from the probe.
Megan said she "kept watching that
little guy and the panel of lights, and
the guy standing behind her and
something in his hand about the size
of a clipboard, but with no paper. His
attention was directed to the thing
above and apparently'was controlling
it." She felt the third "humanoid" was
"looking after the safety of Renee and
me because he was constantly walking back and forth, looking at me ...
never smiling, no emotional expression on any of them, it never
changed." The only difference she
could discern between the three
"humanoids" was that the one watching over them "seemed to be more
caring."
Dr. Clark asked, "while you were
there, on the table, what did you have
on? Do you have all your clothes on?"
Megan immediately came out of the
regressive hypnosis. She explained
later that both she and Renee had no
clothes on, bul does not recall when
they were removed.
Once again Dr. Clark placed
Megan under hypnosis and asked,
"Did you have any opinion as to what
their purpose was in doing this examination that you described?"
Megan replied, "No . . . it seemed as
(if) I was at ease, kinda tranquil . . . (I)
didn't feel like asking many questions
... my head hurt . .. and 1 just
wanted to sleep. Renee wanted to
look — she wanted to look at everything."
Recalling what her feelings were
while being examined, Megan said
she remembers the table would till,
with the head raised at times, or
lowered with the head down and being flat when covered wilh the liquid.
She had the feeling of motion from
time lo time; "I was lying flal . . . fell

Dr. Stephen Clark and Friend Simulate Hypnotic Session to
Demonstrate Relaxing Environment and Tape Recording Technique
an upward surge, like when I took off
in a jet to London. Kinda put me —
pressure on me . . . but when it
stopped — thought I lost my
stomach, like an elevator." Megan
later explained the feeling of very fast
"vertical motion" and "much slower
descent" while on the table. Her head
was still hurting some time later with
"sharp pains — stomach — my legs,
chee'ks, chest — my head." When
asked by Dr. Clark, "To what do you
attribute
those aches
and *pains?"
i
'
Megan replied "I don't know — guess
'something they did while I was asleep
— seems as if I can feel a pulling — at
my skin or something."
Fallowing the examination, and
while still strapped to the table.
Meg'an was placed'in a vertical position facing three curved, squareframed, black windows. Looking at
the center window, which was higher
on me wall than the other two, she
could see severjl clearly defined
bright, white stars, which she later illustrated, in what she felt was their
relative positions lo one another.
Megan also observed a device that
resembled a large TV screen extending from the wall .in the examination
room. She laler described this as having a kaleidoscope ol "moving color
predominately iodine red, ami
reminded me i>l an .mmeKi." Also.'on

the wall behind her, Megan remembers seeing seven characters, which
she was able to reproduce while
under hypnosis. She later illustrated
several more clearly defined interpretations of what they looked like.
When asked what they represented.
Megan said "that's where they are
from . . . sounds like Asterisk, but I
can't pronounce i t . . . it's not Asterisk
. . . I can hear it ... I have tried to
form my mouth lo go with what I'm
hearing and it's not my language/'
While under hypnosis, Megan remembers getting off the table. "It's
easier getting off than it was on. A lot
easier; it's lower." Asked by Dr.
Clark, "did you get off by yourself or
were you assisted?" Megan replied,
"By myself. The clamps disappeared:
they sunk into the table, and I could
move agjin." Dr. Clark aske.d what
Renee was doing. Megan replied,
"She's crawling on the table . .. she
reaches for one of those guys, but I
got her — got to her first. I got her off
the table. She liked them." After getting Renee, Megan followed them
out to the hallway, and wen! into
another room which she described as
"white, like the first one — has a bed,
in a corner — doesn't have any seams
— just triangular, with rounded cor((onHni<cJ on next page)
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•ners (describing the room) — light
came from everywhere. Smoke was
in that room, on the floor . . . cold . . .
Renee tried to climb up on the table
(bed) and I helped her. I was dizzy, so
I sat down."
Megan described the only piece of
furniture in the third room as a bed,
about 16 inches off the floor "a silver
type thing like in the examining
room." with no covers and it was attached to the wall on one end, not
touching the floor. She found her
clothes and Renee's shirt neatly folded and placed on the bed. "Renee
would get up and examine the walls
and touch them," but Megan said she
never tried to examine anything except when the door would open and
shut. "1 was fascinated since there
were no seams. The door went from
the ceiling to the floor and would just
go into the wall with a quick (air
pressure) noise . . . when the door
opened or closed, my ears would
pop."
Megan felt she was in this room 2
weeks, "since there was no auditory
stimulation." A little drawer "like a
drive-in bank teller's drawer" would
regularly come out of the wall with
little pellets on it, and a voice would
say "eat." Some of the pellets were,
square, some rectangular, some circular in shape and in different colors
— white, yellow, green — that would
melt in your mouth. Renee thought
they were candy — "good candy."
Megan feels she "ate and slept, ate
and slept about ten times" while in
this room.
While ufider hypnosis, and recalling the time she spent in this room,
"they came to the door, remaining in
the hallway, and said 1 had been real
helpful to them and that they wanted
to help me. in some way. I didn't
quite understand how 1 had been
helpful, but I do now. They asked If I
was allowed to ask any three questions about the universe that I
wanted, and (was) guaranteed an
answer, what would they be? I told
them 1 didn't know, and I wanlrtl
time to think, to see what they were
And they lei me sleep. It was cold,
and my robe — and 1 covered up and

"They said . . . life would not be
the same . . . things would happen . . . that it began to change
the structure of things."
snuggled with my daughter, and we
slept . . . woke up, and the drawer
came back out.
'They told me to eat so 1 would
survive — the nourishment that our
feystems require for survival... so we
ate them . . . the door opened —
ibout 2 hours after we ate ... I was
tared — I wanted John — 1 didn't
ihow where 1 was. I asked if I would
ever see my family (again). They said
^es. that I would, but 1 had experienced — and life would not be the
same . . . They said things would happen — that it began to change the
structure of things . . . I wanted to
know — things weren't clearly seen
. . . Said that 1 would soon be going to
a place; that others like myself were
tHere. I haven't been to that place
before — I haven't been there yet.
Then 1 asked my three questions.
;".(!) What was out there? He
winted to know if I could be more
specific in that question, and I said I
wasn't sure — that time 1 saw the stars
oul the window — and 1 wanted to
knbw (what) those stars were and
wriat was out there. And so he asked
me If I was referring to just what was
oujside of where I was at that moment, or everywhere? And I said
everywhere — 1 wanted to know
everything. (He) told me that some
day he would answer that question
whth I was ready, but for now that
the.universe goes more than what I
could ever imagine, or that any Earth
person or anyone has imagined . . .
"(2) I asked how come, even if they
are tSal, so if they are here with us
now, why don't they make themselves known to us? (He) said that
wasn't about the universe, but he
would answer anyway. He said that
humans have a tendency for annihilation and we're a very fearful population — and it they interfered in any
way, that the H.irlh would be
destroyed. So we had lo livr our
lives, in our own w.iy. and- if they
made themselves known, il would be
a very fearful plant-! and probably

destroy ourselves — .but one da
they would in order to help. It
almost as if they seemed afraid they can't interfere with us 'causi
they would be destroyed as well.
"(3) Third question I asked wa:
'why me?' (Chuckles) 1 had to laugh, 1
think, to keep from going insane: 1
asked them, why did they go around
picking up mothers and their children
if they can't even tell Earth why
you're here? And he says 'that's why
we are here,' and I just freaked out.
He said to be calm, and I was very
calm and could carry on a conversation. He said that he chose samples
from the population that already exhibited intelligence and capabilities of
understanding properties and theories
beyond the present-day time."
While still under hypnosis, Dr.
Clark asked if Megan could recall asking any other questions, to which
Megan replied "Where they were
from? He said they (were) from the
same place I was, and I said but how
could that be. that we are so different.
And he says, we are not different on
the inside, 'cause we can think and we
can reason, and that the Creator made
us, and I said 'okay.' I failed to ask if
the Creator was God, but 1 assumed it
was. Dr. Clark asked, "then did they
ever indicate that they were from any
place elsewhere? The answer you
gave me a moment ago was, 'they're
from where we are.' What did that
mean? Do you think from o u r . . . '
Megan replied. "From the beginning
.. . from the beginning. I began
(mumbles) that they didn't live on
Earth. They had a planet that they go
to — they said they'd show us. They
said that I had already seen what I
should have seen, but didn't recognize il. 1 don't remember seeing it. It
was almost like i could visualize a
plaic. but that may have been more
imagination than- anything."
The only other communication
Megan could recall while under hypnosis was about the door and the
shan^e way it seemed to disappear into tlu- wall when open and show no
indication of where It was when
closed. "I wanted to know how it
disappr.m-tl. and 1 assumed — and
(unlimited en next page)
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they said the type of metal that they
' could use allowed it to bond together,
and then, at will, disappear!
When asked if she periodically felt
any motion while in the third room,
Megan said "yeah, but 1 was used to it
— it didn't bother me ... never
sideways! Never went sideways!"
When it became time to leave,
Megan recalls "a hallway — six doors
— I'm at one of them — only reason I
thought that they were doors, 1 could
see a bright light, or glow, around it. 1
was asked to go through the door.
When 1 did. 1 found my car. The door
was on (the carE It wasn't the same
room that I came in first — it was a little bit smaller, but still round. I got in.
Renee was on my lap, and I put her in
the other seat and laid it down, and
strapped her in. She was asleep —
think I'm asleep! I was just sitting
there. 1 hear a clank — a big one —
and I hear a humming, electrical
sound. It hurts my ears again, and 1
was lowered to the ground. It's on a
road 1 know very well ... I'm closer
to home.
"When the humming sound
stopped, my engine was on and 1
couldn't move. It was like 1 was
frozen there in my chair — I couldn't
move — and — that only lasted a '
minute, if that long. Saw a horse — in
the pasture ... I'm very sleepy —
really sleepy. It's as if I wasn't even
driving my car, but 1 was going up the
hill — now 1 know where that hill isl"
Megan finds herself only about 5
miles from home having been transported some 30 miles by highway, 25
by air. She "remembers It being very
dark (the three-quarter moon having
set around 3:10 a.m.) and stumbles into the house carrying Renee. She feels
"real dizzy — almost like I've fainted
in a room. I'm mad, I'm upset, 1 hurt,
my head hurts, and I want to go to
bed. I open up the bedroom door, and
John's asleep, and I'm furious. I yell at
him 'cause I stumped my toe and hurt
my leg . . . Go to the bathroom —
had to use it — for a long time — 1
was dizzy there too — and then I got
in bed/Megan remembers nothing of thr
last miles of the trip home, coming in-

to the house, putting the baby to bed,
"gripping John out." and going to bed
herself, when she wakes him about
5-.od a.m. to fell him about her
"drearn."

.

Epilogue

Megan and John recall their
astonishment as Renee's bad rash and
earache cleared up the next day. "It
just disappeared as a whole, like it
faded ... just went away — she's
never had it since either!"
John, Megan's mother, and all her
close friends noticed a marked personality change in Megan following
the incident, which lasted about 2
months. She remembers being very
pensive and distant and not her normal self at all, "as if 1 had no control
over rny own personality." She lost
about 14 pounds going from periods
of not eating at all, to eating
everything and still losing weight.
Alpout 3 weeks after the event, as
Megan was driving to her teaching
job ^arly one morning, she noticed a
"while silver sphere doing weird
things in the sky." She watched it for
a time until she lost sight of it. "Suddenly my radio started messing up
again . .. and this misty, white, dirty
fog just shot down," engulfing her car
and a nearby pickup truck. "And 1
went Into hysterics! I started screaming mat I wasn't going — they were
not going to take me, or anything!"
It lasted about 2 miles as she and
the thick slowed to a crawl along the
highway which seemed almost deserted this morning. "1 had to pull
over and sit there. And when I pulled
oven 1 looked back and it was gone! I
decided to get rid of that car! It got to
the point where I didn't even want to
be in that car anymore, because 1
figured they had my car spotted now
— they know my car — and 1 was
getting rid of itl
A few days later Mcj;an decided to
trade the car and look it to a local
dealer. As the mechanic was checking
It for trade-in value, he opened Ihc
driver's door and notiird something
around the area of the hinges. He
turned to Megan anil asked "why die!
I ever lake my car door off?" She
replied, "Sir, I've never taken it of(,"

We welcome Greg Long of Richland, Washington, to the journal staff.
He is 35, married, and has two
children (actually the second one is
due in late January). Bom in Florida,
he moved west with his family and
grew up in San Diego, California.

Greg Long
Greg comes with outstanding qualifications, including a B.A. in English
from the University of San Diego and
an M.A. in English from Colorado
Stale University. He is employed as a
technical editor/writer by a major
Northwest firm. He has also published several short stories, and — as
is evident from his contributions to
the /iMirini/ — is a polished wriler.
In accepting the staff position, he
made the following statement:
"I subscribe to no single theory of
the origin and purpose of UFOs. If I
have any 'beliefs,' these beliefs arc in
clejr. level-headed judgement, scientific investigation and analysis, and
scrupulous objectivity. For UFOIogy
lo nilv.irur itself, its supporters need a
strong sense of purpose anil adherence lo professional standards. As a
sijff writer. I would be as critical of
my own words and explication of the
fjds ns I would llie words and facts of
a UK) witness."
anil he said "somebody has!"
The investigation continues.

CHROKICUB, San Frencisco, CA
March 9, 1982 CR: W. Thompson

Washington
The super-secret Nitton*I
Security Agency won • Supreme Court victory yesterday when tbe justices rejected «o appeal by come flying
•surer boffe who demanded
•cceu to 12$ NSA documents
related to unldeotlHed Hying
•bjects.

order allowing NSA to keep the
documents tecret.
Tbe case dated back to 1B7B,
when the UFO group filed a forma)
request for NSA document! under
tbe information acces law. NSA. a
low-profile branch of the the Defense Department, later admitted It
had 135 "UFO-related" documents,
but tat declined to release them.

Without comment, tbe high
coun decided to avoid * dose
encounter with a New York Cttybaud group called OUzeni Against
UFO Secrecy, wtalcta (ought the
material under UK Freedom of
Information Act

NSA argued that releasing the
document! might tell foreign governments "which of the vmt number of radio communtutlOQi NSA
attempts to intercept, which are
intercepted and, of thow that are
Intercepted, which yield to NSA
processing methods and techniques."

Tbe justice) refused to bear the
group'i appeal of a lower court
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(The following article wag forwarded to CUFOS by Mr. Peter A. Gersten,
attorney for the Committee Against
UFO Secrecy. Accompanying it was a
cover letter from the Department of
tfra Air Force, dated December 4,
1981, which reads as follows: "Dsar
Mr. Gersten: Please refer to your
Freedom of Information Act (POIA)
request dated 28 September 1981
.and our letters 5 and 20 November
1981. The document "Now You See
!t. Now You Don't," has bean reviewed, determined releasable, and
is attached. Sincerely, Anne Wilkinson, HQ USAF Freedom of Information AAanager." The document
referred to has a cover page entitled
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE SECURITY
SERVICE (under the word SECRET),
with AIR FORCE ELECTRONIC WARFARE CENTER. MUI QUARTERLY (U),
MQ £-78, OCTOBER 1978 also on the
cover. The statement for classification appears. "Classified by USAFINTEL 201-0, Exempt from General
Declassification, Schedule of Executive Order 11652, Exemption
Category 3, Declassify on: 31
December 2008." Also, "Not Releosabte to Foreign Nationals.")
SomeTime in his career, each pilot
can expect to encounter strange,
unusual happenings which will never
be adequately or entirely explained
by logic or subsequent investigation.
The following article recounts just
such an episode as reported by two
'F-4 Phantom crews of the Imperial
Iranian Air Force during last 1976. No
additional information or explanation of the strange events has been
forthcoming; the story will be filed
away and probably forgotten, but it
makes Interesting, and possibly
disturbing, reading.
Until 0030 on a clear autumn morning, It hod been an entirely routine
night watch for the .(Imperial Iranian
Air Force's command post) in the
Tehran area. In. quick succession,
four calls arrived from one of the
city's suburbs reporting a series of
strange airborne objects. These Unidentified Flying Objects (UFOs) were
described as 'bird-like', or as bright-
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ly-lit helicopters (although none
were airborne at the time). Unable to
convince the callers that they were
only seeing stars, a senior officer
went outside to see for himself.
Observing an object to the north like
a star, only larger and brighter, he
immediately scrambled an ILAF F-4 to
investigate.
Approaching the city, frhe F-4 pilot
reported that the brilliant object woe
easily visible 70 miies away. When
approximately 25 NM distant, the interceptor lost all instrumentation and
UHF/lntercom communications.
Upon breaking off the intercept and
fuming towards his home base, all
systems returned to normal, as if the
strange object no longer regarded
the aircraft as a threat.
A second F-4 was scrambled ten '
minutes after the first. The
backseater reported radar-lock on
the UFO at 27 NM/12 o'clock high
position, and a rate of closure of 150
knots. Upon reaching the 25 MM
point, the object began rapidly moving away to maintain a constant separation distance while still visible on
the radar scope. While the size of the
radar return was comparable to that
of a KC-135, its Intense brilliance
made estimation of actual size impossible. Visually, it resembled flashing strobe lights arranged in a rectangular pattern and alternating
blue, green, red, and orange. Their
sequence was so fast that all colors
could be seen at once.
As the F-4 continued pursuit south
of Tehran, a second brightly-lit object
(about one-half to one-third the size
of the moon) detached from the
original UFO and headed straight for
the F-4 at a high rate of speed. The
pilot attempted to fire an AIM-9 missle at the new object but was prevented by a sudden power loss in his
weapons control panel. UHF and internal communications were
simultaneously lost. The pilot
promptly initiated a turn and
negative-G dive to escape, but the
object fell in behind the F-4 at 3-4 NM
distance. Continuing the turn, the
pilot observed the second object turn
inside of him and then away, subsequently, returning to the primary UFO
for a perfect rendezvous.
The two UFOs had hardly rejoined
when a second object detached and
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headed straight down toward the
ground at high speed. Having
regained weapons and communications systems, the aircrew watched
the third object, anticipating a large
explosion when it struck the ground.
However, It landed gently and cast a
bright light over a two-three
kilometer area. The pilot flew as low
over the area as possible, fining the
object's ©sac? location.
Upon return to home base, both
crewmen had difficulty in adjusting
their night vision devices for landing.
The landing was further complicated
by excessive interference on UHF
and a further complete loss of all
communications when passing
through a 150 degree magnetic bearing from the home base. The inertia!
navigation system simultaneously
fluctuated from 30 to 50 degrees. A
civil airliner approaching the area
also experienced a similar communications failure, but reported no unusual sightings.
White on a long final approach,
the F-4 crew noted a further UFO. This
was described as a cylinder-shaped
object (about the size of a T-33
trainer) with bright steady lights on
each end and a flasher in the middle.
It quickly approached and passed
directly over the F-4. In answer to the
pilot's query, the control tower reported no other air traffic in the area,
although they subsequently obtained
a visual sighting of the object when
specifically directed where to look.
The following day, the F-4 crew
was flown by helicopter to the location where they believed the object
had landed. This turned out to be a
dry lake bed, but nothing unusual
was noticed. As the helicopter circled
off to the west, however, a very
noticeable beeper signal was received, and eventually traced to .a nearby house. They immediately landed
and asked the inhabitants if anything
strange or unusual had occurred the
previous night. Yes, they replied,
there had been loud noises and a
very bright light, like lightning. The
helicopter returned to base and arrangements were mode to conduct'
various tests, such as radiation
checks, in the vicinity of the house.
Unfortunately, the results of such
tests have not been reported.
O
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" ' .The NATIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
OOftfVWITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA
-(NICAP) has announced the recant
• election of a new Board of Governors
the removal! of the NSCAP UFO
report files and corporate
records from th® offices of Acuff
Associates in Washington, O.C.
.Anyone at all familiar with developments in the field of UFO research
ov@r th® past thirty years will be
aware of the position of leadership
told by the NICAP organization for
many years following its founding in
1956 by Major Donald E. Keyhoe and
others. From that beginning, and
under his energetic and dedicated
leadership, NICAP became the focus
for public and government interchange of information regarding the
UFO reports which even now continue to baffle serious scientists and
concerned citizens.
Shortly after its founding, Richard
Hall joined the staff of NICAP and
soon became the person upon whom
fell much of the responsibility for the
successful implementation of the
undertakings of the organization. He
became the person primarily responsible for the NICAP periodical, UFO
INVESTIGATOR, and was the editor of
the comprehensive and widely-read
study, THE UFO EVIDENCE.
Major Keyhoe has resided in Maryland since his retirement as NICAP
Director.* Acting Director, Richard
Hall, left NICAP in 1967 and now
serves as Editor of the MUFON JOURNAL, the monthly membership publication of the Mutual UFO Network,
with which CUFOS, under the leadership of Dr. Hynek, has worked
closely for many years.
• The new Board of Governors of
NICAP elected on January 25, 1982 at
a meeting in Washington, D.C. are
Sherman Larsen, Fred Merritt and
John P. Timmerman, all members of
^JICAP for many years and currently
• members of the Board of Directors of
the Center for UFO Studies.
The NICAP files have been shipped
from Washington to Glenview, Illinois, where they will be archived for
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The news that a new NICAP Board of Governors has acquired and will
.preserve the NICAP UFO sighting files for eventual use by researchers has a
special poignancy for me. As Assistant Director, and finally Acting Director
of NICAP from 1958 through 1967 (plus a consultantship in 1968), I formed
and supervised the information-gathering network that was responsible for
building those files. At one point we estimated they contained about
10,000 first-hand, signed UFO reports, not counting the thousands of
newspaper clippings, tape recordings, books, and other related data.
When the University of Colorado "Condon Report" debunked UFOs in
1969, and the Air Force officially bowed out of UFO investigation, NICAP
over-extended itself financially in an all-out effort to offset the dubious findings. At a stage of near-bankruptcy, NICAP was reorganized under new
management that was more concerned with profit-and-loss sheets than
with UFO research. Although we had, ift all candor, lacked business
acumen, we hedl performed miracles in the main business at hand —
gathering, analyzing, and disseminating information about UFOs.
For complex reasons, the talented field personnel who constituted the
backbone of NICAP migrated to MUFON, CUFOS, and APRO, where they
have continued to make valuable contributions. Clearly NICAP could not
survive the massive talent drain, and it was only a matter of time before
the organization would lose its effectiveness, with other groups coming to
the fore and providing the leadership that NICAP no longer could.
Those of us who put so much blood, sweat, and tears into building that
extensive information base can take a special pride in knowing that our efforts were not in vain, and that future researchers will be able to build on
our pioneering efforts. So can the incredibly loyal remaining NICAP
members whose support made it all possible.
NICAP's accomplishments against prohibitive odds have been impressive, but times have changed and reality must be faced. All of us who care
about the truth are and must be "Citizens of UFOIogy." NICAP has had its
day in the sun, it played a vital role in keeping the issue alive and in informing the public, and now it is fitting and proper that the torch has been
passed. The fruits of our labor — the data that we compiled — will have
perpetual value. The fact that Sherm Larsen, who headed one of the most
vigorous and active NICAP Affiliates, will be caretaker of the files is also
highly appropriate.
. . . . . .
,
The need to "fall back and regroup" has been evident in Civilian UFO
research for years. Resources are painfully limited, especially in these
recessionary times. The fact that CUFOS, MUFON, APRO, Citizens Against
UFO Secrecy, the Fund for UFO Research — and now NICAP — have in- ,
terlocking directorships and/or personnel, I view as a healthy sign. Closer
cooperation and judicious use of the limited funds available are imperative if we hope to make any progress in the search for truth about
UFOs.
- We are fortunate to have a businessman — John Timmerman — who is
willing to lend his talents to the thankless effort to compensate for our
perhaps idealistic truth-seeking pursuits. Business management is one of
the many talents necessary if we hope to mount an effective private inquiry into the nature and significance of UFOs.
..
Richard Hall . .".
::
• • - • '
'
'
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study by qualified researchers. This
location is only a few miles from the
case files of the Center for UFO Studies, making convenient access to two

major UFO report files for research
purposes. The new mailing address
for the NICAP organization will be
P.O. Box 607, Lima, OH 45802.
D
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The Citizens Against UFO Secrecy
(CAUS) toga! action against the National Security .Agency has moved to
;the court of, last resort. Peter Gerstan,
attorney for CAUS, on February \,
1982, filed a petition for "writ of cerSicrari" with the Supreme Court to
call up from the United States Federal
'Court of Appeals the records of their
decision and those of the District
-Court of Appeals the records of their
decision and those of the District
'Court of Appeals pertaining to this
case, both of which decided in favor
.=of the National Security Agency on
the grounds that to release the documents would not be in the interests of
"notional security." The Supreme
Court agrees to hear only about one
in a thousand cases appealed, so the
probability of a hearing must be
regarded as a "long shot."
In a conversation with Attorney
Gerslen on January 28th, the details
of current other legal actions were
revealed. In a continuing effort to secure UFO-related documents from
government agencies under the
Freedom of Information Act, CAUS
has been requesting each month
from five or six NORAD regions copies of all documents involving UFO
incidents. The Air Force through
NORAD has had a standard procedure which involves a fee for the
retrieval and copying of such documents, but any fees under $30.00
were automatically waived. However, the several NORAD regions have
now grouped their fees to CAUS so
that the amount totals more than the
amount they will waive, in an apparent attempt to discourage the continuing request for such documents..
Working with the limited funds, monthly fees of approximately $200.00
with no guarantee that documents
will be found become a major obstacle for CAUS which must depend
upon individual donations from the
general public "of interested persons
for their total financial support.
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For this reason, CAUS has discontinued requests to the NORAD regions for UFO documents until a decision can be mode on the matter of
fee waivers. A similar problem exists
with the CIA and with the State Department. They, together with the Air
Force, have all refused to waive fees
for the document searches requested
by CAUS. This precipitates a timeconsuming administrative procedure
wherein CAUS must request that
each separate a@®rtcy waives ite
foes. The denial of waiver it followed by an appeal to each agency.
A denial of the appeal leaves a law
suit as the nest stop. All three agencies are now in the process of considering the apaab by CAUS. If they
deny the appeals. Attorney Peter
Gersten will then put together a law
suit naming all three agencies as
defendants, suing for a waiver of
fees and letting the courts determine
whether in fact the public's right to
information relating to government
UFO documents merits a waiver of
fees.
As far as the law suit against the
Air Force is concerned, there will be
one and it is just a matter of when. It
will encompass the documents being
withheld which concern radar tracks
of unknowns during 1975 detected
and recorded by NORAD.
In a related matter, the State Department has just acknowledged the
existence of four documents
previously unreported, one of which
they are withholding in its entirety.
Attorney Gersten added that CAUS
intends to appeal for that document
and, if necessary, sue for its release.
A second of the four documents involved an incident over Kuwait during 1978 which was reported and discussed by Gersten during his press
conference at the MUFON 1981 Conference at AA.I.T. in Cambridge. The
third document also involved Kuwait,
but during 1980. Gersten said he had
seen that document earlier, but
doesn't think many others have. He is
sending a copy of it to CUFOS for
sharing with our ASSOCIATES in a future periodical. The fourth document
relates to a 1980 UFO incident near
Buenos Aires which Gersten hod not
seen before and this will also be published as soon as possible following
its receipt.
D
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Though a relatively small number
of journalists turned out for a special
nsvtrt conference called by CAUS In
Washington, D.C. on October 27,
1931, those who did seemed to be
engrossed in what Attorney Peter
Gerstgn had to say. The thrust of his
presentation was that no longer can
the Federal Government ignore 8te
responsibility to (1) be honest with
the public on the contents of official'
UFO documentation and to (2) bring
its worldwide resources to bear upon
revealing what Gersten called the
"ultimate secret:" what are ths socalled unidentified flying objects?
Gersten tied this two-fold obligation to the inherent weakness of th»
government's position on official
UFO research, as evidenced by the
failure of the Defense agencies to
cope with the now-famous series of
UFO fly-overs at some sensitive U.S.
military installations in the Northeast
back in 1975. With a geographychronology "backgrounder" presented by colleague Dr. Bruce S. Maccabee, an optical physicist working
for the Navy, Gersten proceeded to
let the 1975 "flap" evidence speak
for itself, adding to it a surprise witness, as it were, in the person of a
former Air Force sergeant, who countered the Air Force contention that
the UFO sightings at Lor ing AF6,
Maine, could be attributed to nothing
more than "unknown helicopter" activity.
The government's "bee-sting" (or
"isolated-incident," In USAF
parlance) approach to formal investigation of UFO encounters should
not be tolerated by the American
citizenry, Gersten said. The nation's
security is at stake, he averred, so
much so that individual citizens like
the UFO-victimized Betty Cash and
others of Dayton, Texas are fast lov
ing confidence in the ability of government authorities to come to grips
with the UFO problem.
(Continued on Pg. 6, Col. 1)

D E P A R T M E N T OF THE A I R FORCE
H t A D O U A R T E N S LIMITED STATES AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON. D.C.

Mr. Billy Cox
TODAY

Cape Publications
308 Forrest Avenue
Cocoa, FL 32922

S 2 AUG J'^J

Dear Mr. Cox
Your 18 May 1983 Freedom of Information Act request to the Inspector General, HQ
Department of the Army, was received in this office 10 August 1983 from Bergstrom
Air Force Base, Texas along with records surfaced by the Army.
The documents have been determined releasable and are attached.
Sihcerely

'ANNE W.
HQ USAF Freedom of
Information Manager
1 Atch
Cash-Landrum File
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
DAVID GRANT USAF MEDICAL CENTER (MAC) .'.;
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CALIFORNIA 94535 '

3 fpril 1982
Lt. Colonel Beorgo Sarran
Headquarter
Dapartoent of tha -fsray
Attention DAIB- AC
Rooa 1D736
Pentagon
Washington, D. C., 2O31O

,

Dear Colonel Sarrans
Enclosed find information which way be helpful to evaluate
the Cash/Landrua Ca«a. The cave has been recorded in the
literature as a clomv encounter with an unidentified flying
object.
I hava susuaarizod sooa of ay publications to rapidly
acquaint you with tn« «tadlcal ospoetv of the problee, «chen it
enters into this category. Boeause of the alleged helicopters
reported by the principals, I -will reserve ay consents at this
tine until you have cotapleted your investigation. I would be
eager to participate in any field inquisitions.
I am in agreecMDnt to visit you in ktoshington, D.C. and
serve as a consultant. I an e?>clotting off
CV to establish «y
credentials.

I «telcoate

th« ejpportunity to be

w i l l confore, to the wthics of
cooiiaissioned officier.

of assistance and

«y profession as a physician and

Sincerely,
Richartf"C. NiefWizow, Captain, USAF, KC
Radiation Oncologist

MEDICAL INJURIES FROM ALLEGED UNIDENTIFIED FLYINS OBJECTS
Richard C. NieetzoM, : Captain, U8AF, -«C -,.._'.'.-^.
Radiation Oncologist
David Grant Medical Centar
Travis AFB, CA., 94535.

;;ri: ;

.

The :tera "ufo", (unidentified flying
object), has
been
popularly employed -for ttxe last 33 yearn to describe visual or
radar or surface* or aerial observations which remain unexplained
by conventional means erven by competent experts.
The subject has historically generated intense interest and
scientific
investigation
after
the
first observations of
disc—like objects observed by a pilot, Kenneth Arnold, in "the
state of Washington on June 24, 1947. The United States Air Force
became laplieatad in the yeara 1948 - 1969i Projects SIGN and
GRUDGE (1948-1952)1 PROJECT BLUE BOOK (1953-1966). The CIA in
1953 organized thes Robert con Commission . From 1967- 1969 the Air
Force established the Condon Report and
reviewed the Condon
Report by a panel of the National Academy of Sciences. Parallel
to the Air Force investigations wore inquires froa other sources
of the United States Bovomoanti Tho House Committee on Armed
Services
(1966) and the Science and Astronautics Committee
(1968). Various private groups etaerged i The Aerial Phenomena
Research Organization
(1952)) The National Investigation
Committee on Aerial Phanoosona (1956) j The Center for UFO Studies
(1973)j The Mutual UFO Nwtwork (1969)? The American Institute of
Aeronautics and
Astronautics established a sub-committe* to
review the unidentified flying object iseue(1970).
The French Government pstabliohed in 1954 under the Ministry
of the Armies a section to collect and analyse unidentified
flying object reports frora both the civilian and military sector.
In 1974, the French Government publically announced the pursuit
of these investigations by the National Center of Space Studies
under the group naota BEPAW. These studies are still on-going.
Such alleged observations nave suggested the possibilty of
representing an advanced technology of extra- terrestrial origin.
This appears to be one of the most popular beliefs for want of a
better explanation. Although the United States Air Force examined
12,618 cases, 701 cases Mere considered unidentified. Their study
has been severly criticised. For example, Dr. David Saunders Mho
resigned from the Condon Project has 85,OCX) investigated cases
which have been placed on a computer system for analysis.
Apparently the Russians under tha auspices of Dr. Felix Zigel
have 5O,OOO casern on computer with at least seven alleged
landings in the
vicinity of Moscow between June 1977 and
September 1979. It Mas precisely the conclusion of the French
Government fro* their own data that a phenomenon existed and
warranted an official project which started in 1974.
It is beyond the scope of this briefing to enumerate the
multitude of excellent caecra that support the existence of ufos
but not its exact etiology. Tho combinations of alleged visual
sightings, landings, radar observations,
abductions, medical
injuries, physiological effects, electromagnetic effects, ufo

crashes, humanoidavidence, landings, etc.
froa all over the
par Gist today and are unresolved. '
: .1; . . ' • . . ,
Recent reports from the Freedom of Information ,Act released
by the United States Air Force Security Service describes on
episode of two F-4 Phantom crews and an attempted interception in
Iran of a ufo. Other documents reloascrd under -the FOIA delineator*
penetration of ufoe over American nuclear bases and able to out
manoeuvre uvere interceptors. -Although tha U.S. • Government states
that V ufos do not ax 1st, there is enough factual evidence
delineating the
contrary -froa about 2OO pages
of recent
information released by the FOIA.
This report is concerned Mi th the physiological effects and
medical injuries froa alleged unidentified flying objects. Dr.
Niemtzow is
currently a
medical consultant to the French
Government BEPAN group and has initiated Project UFOHD which is
a private international study to collect medical data. Dr.
Niemtzow does not wioh to conclude as to the nature of the
phenomenon until sufficient medical and supporting evidence is
acquired.
Many of the witnesses of close encounters associated with
the UFO phenomenon raport ; substantial •modi cal injuries. In the
majority of casee an intense light is observed with variable
geometric configurations. Curiously enough, associated with these
observations are owdical injuries and apparent related sequelae.
These injuries may b« classified into three categories. The first
category is
of a temporary nature dealing with paralysis,
dizziness, temporary blindness, headache, perception of odors,
audio
frequency
sounds,
and
parapsychological
activity.
Associated with this first category of symptoms is usually a
parallel event having for purpose the immobilization which may
occur while the subject is driving an
automobile
and is
manifested by -failure of the electrical system and the motor
either diesel or gasoline.
The . subject is
then
paralyzed.
Emphasis is placed on the paralysis as being a separate entity
distinguished
from immobility provoked by fear. A distinct
characteristic in the majority of cases Is that any paralysis
occur ing while the subject is ambulatory does not cause him to
fall. This is very important since complete paralysis of all
muscles not only Mould be manifest ad by falling but may ensue
death. This paralytic process seven to avoid the vital function
of the organism and life is maintained.
.

•'.

'

In UFO paralysis ona notices that consideration of nerve
fiber types and functions is important. In general the greater
the diameter of a nerve, the greater its speed of conduction. The
larger axons are concerned with propriocepti ve sensibility and
somatic motor -function. Alpha fibers comprising the voluntary
motor nerves going to the arms and legs are essentially affected.
On the other hand fiber type gamma which provides necessary
autonomic functions to oaintain bipodal station or standing is
respected. Pre—ganglion and poet-ganglion sympathetic and para
sympathetic nerves of coall diaasatwrn appear unaffected as death
would result or the witnsros *sould report more somatic complaints.
Unfortunately there is insufficient data to explain the mechanism
of paralysis. Perhaps paralysis although aimed at the poripheric
nervous system is the rssault or' sm unknown process focused on the
brain.
~

The second category deals with the more chronic effects
usually associated -with the following clinical symptoms!
•• • .Head i headache, dizziness '•
;' • •"•;•.-. .• .'....•.•..' • .;..•-. ':'••/....,-., ... '... .' •
Eyesi temporary blindness, inflammation, pain
Earsi perception of sounds such as "beep-beep-" . '
Nosei perception of nauseous odors
.
:
81 Tracti Anorexia, diarrhea
Skini The more caustic effects usually are the skin lesions
resulting from unknown ttechanis**.' These skin lesions which
previously were described as burns produced by. high temperatures
must have -othor vtiological origins. I -doubt whether these
lesions represent ultra-violet radiation or megavoltage photon or
electron skin reactions. In the Tyler, Texas case which is a
close encounter of the third kind occurring in January of 1979, a
diamond shaped lesion appeared on Scott's chest. Initially it
peeled off in large slabs, but did not fade away. Anatomically it
was well situated on the center or the midline of the chest. The
pink coloration of the lesion was not consistent with the
depigmentation
associated with
high megavoltage photon
or
electron radiation. Perhaps it was more suggestive of photon
irradiation in the kilovoltage range if any thing. One had the
impression of a chronic inflammatory process] however, the skin
was of normal temperature and had a silky like texture. The
borders were well defined after more than 1O weeks and still
visible and slightly pink. This would not be consistent to that
observed in heat producing burns. Topical steriods may be helpful
in resolving this lesion. Antibiotics are useless as learned from
a private communication and different case. Scott also complained
of blisters and skin peeling on the head and arms. There was a
loss of hair but this is not wall documented. In a private
communication frost Now England in January 1961, another male
vieturn was reported, to have receivad the same type of chest
lesion ac Scott from a CE-3 case. Neither boys were aware of each
other as the cases were in progress and not made public.
In considering the Cash/Landrura Case, most of the above
symptoms are presented. One might consider other etiolgies such
as jet fuel exposure or highly oxidative fuel compounds reacting
with ozone which nay be caustic to the skin and hair. Radiation
exposure
from a nuclear
device
or propulsion
system is
speculative as well as microwave exposure. I doubt that such
radiation exposure at a distance froa the object to car could be
easily collimated and focused. Other chemical warfare agents must
•,-.v be considered and rolod out.
Abnormal psychological behaviori Intense anxiety is expressed by
the victims associated with parcpsychological behavior which may
. -interrupt normal emotional behavior. The literature has many
examples of episodes of telepathic communication, etc. It is
rather difficult to study these phenoaMMta from the cases. Visual
phenomena as well as audible sounds have -been reported by the
witness. In the Tyler caee I had the impression that the subjects
were extremely anxious toy -their experience and hence had their
senses heightened. They reported audio and visual hallucinations.
These seem to occur rather frequently especially when returning
to the location of -the close encounter. Reports of this nature
can only be of speculatienp their usefulness remains unclear.

The third category is sio« . heal ing and « return ,to normal
health. The stigma of the axperioncv oay cause long tere life
style and socio-physchological changes that aay or not i>e tied to
the ssedical injuries.: .•;••} ,
'•...• •. .....-.'.... ..'•'. •.. • •'• •'.-:., :: ' . . .
; :' .
Unfortunately aany of tho witnoasttc of CE111 And CE1V cai
have not been medically studied or thft number of caaeo are still
too feM. I studied tho Fontaine Case in France through the French
6EPAN. None of the requested laboratory studies were abnormal.
. . . _ - . . . . .
.
t
'
. .
Because of the paucity of medical data and no established
aMENdical
network to
collect this
type of information,
I
established Project UFOHD which is described belowi

• • ••', '•' ••• • ' / ' • •
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l.TERMi October- 1,

1981 to October 1, 1983

2.Investigator! Richard C. Nieatzow, M.O.
166 Cannon Drive
Travis AFB CA, 94533 W8A
Tel.H-707-437-&279
O-7O7-438-214O
'' .

.-'•••• .

''
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3.TITLE OF PROJECTi

National
Investigation of Modlcal InjuriM A«»cciat0d
Alleged UFO Cloco Encounters.
4.RATIONALI

!

Witti

^

Following the United State* Air
Force Project Blue Book and
the Condon Report which aaoentially negated the existence of
unidentified flying objects, reports still continue
of this
phenomenon.
In th* s»jority of cases, an intense light
is
observed with variable
geometric
configurations.
Curiously
enough, associated with th»t^» observations are aedical
injuries
and apparently related eequalcte.
These injuries awy be classified into three categories. The
first category is of a temporary nature dealing with paralysis,
dizziness,
temporary blindness, headache,
perception of orders,
audio frequency sounds,
and perapsychological activity. The
second category deals with the eore chronic effects usually
associated with skin lesions, gastrointestinal disturbances, and
abnormal psychological oanifestiatlons. The third category is
slow healing and a return to noraal health. The stigea of the
experience «ay cause long tera life style and socio-psychological
changes that cnay c?- not be tied to the Medical injuries.
As a private citizen,
I feel
Justified based
on the
frequency
of
pathological
reports
associated with
close
encounters and the existence) of excellent investigating Media and
experts, to undertake the acquisition of serious eedical data.
This in-forewationr respecting the privacy of the individual, would
be evaluated and placed at tha disposition of the scientific
community.
Hopefully, this study will assist in a batter understanding
of
the
• phenomenon
'as
it
interacts both physically
and
psychologically with e»an.
It
eay be feasible
to
describe
physiological <&ochani®«ra that ••«r« repetitive with the phenomenon.
PLAN OF RESEARCHi
SPECIFIC 80ALSB

A. Investigate and
dealing
with codicil
encounters.
B.
If possiblav
the UFO Bishop.

asscrae a ainioum of twelve (12) cases
injurisra sis a result of UFO close

produce? a catalogue correlating

injury and

*. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODS OF PROCEDUREi

•

A. A otedical doctor of the patient's choice Mill interview
and evaluate. Dr. Niemtzoe* Mill act a» a consultant to th«
primary physician.
. .
B. The ex i sit ing UFO organizations
to evaluate th» non- nodical data.
.
.
.• .
, .
,
C. Mvdical euidolinama

have the needed «x port is*
..•

Cl INIC EVALUATION
Complete okedical And psychiatric hletary.
Physical Ex &ai nation (include weight) .

,

LABORATORY TESTS
complete blood count with di-ff orential
seruA and
urine «i«ctrolyto«i *9odi USD,
calciun and phosphoruffi.
serum glucose
serum cortisol to dot ®r rain® 24 hour po«k
urine keton««
;
chest x-ray
biopsimt erf akin laokons
photographs of external injuriera

pote«aiuap

chloride,

•

7. COMMUNICATIONS i
A. The witness amet
immediately.

be axaainsd by

a physician of his choice

B.The "patient" oust haws hie physician call Dr. Niomtzow.
Tel ephones 707-446-SOSO.
Mail i Richard C. NieatzoM,M.D. , 532 Merchant St., Vacevillo,
California f 95688.
C. Please
respect the anonymity o-f the patient in all
reports. otherwise nodical legal problems Mill
-forbid
the
publication o-f modical information and the case Mill be excluded.
D.A11 cases
way
b» published
discretion of the field investigator.

in

E. Modical data Mill
b« publlahed
organizations that endorse the study.
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8. RESULTS TO DATEl
A. UFO organizations and private investigators
data sufficiently t*o«ful for ±hio tttudy.

have generated

B.No thorough oedical investigation of injuries produced by
the phenomenon has boon ettempted on a 'national or international
scale.
9.SI8NIFICANCE OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT!

This investigation way prov« v«ry^ .-.fruitful ;in 'ld»ntifying
the LFO phenomenon and datornining its pommibla datria«nt car:
benefit to the Awerican or global population. .
, ..
10.REPORTSi
Every
throe
participants.

taonths

or

at

ll.PUBLICATIQNSi

'

Hedical inforaation to
supporting UFO organizations.
12. INTERNATIONAL

the
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PARTICIPATION WELCOMED

Attached"is a computer survey of the Major Medical data
bases fro* DIALOG- Lbcktvaod Aircraft Coapany. There is no eedical
injuries reported in oajor cedical journals. If Project UFOMD
accoepli&hes its goal, this will be a unique contribution. Note
that «ust of the ,Medical injury reports are found in thu ufo
literature.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS «7TH COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP. (TAG) '
BERGSTROU AIR FORCE BASE. TX 7B7O

4 June 1982
JAD/685-3784
SUBJECT:
TO:

Landrurn/Cash Interview
DAIG-AC/Lt Col George Sarran
The Pentagon
Washington, D.C. 20310
1. Per our telephone conversation enclosed are copies of memos generated
concerning an interview with Ms Vickie Landrum, Ms Betty Cash and Master
Colby Landrum and Capt William J. Camp, Capt Terry Davis and Ms Pat Wolfe
on 14 August 1981 regarding the alleged UFO sighting on 29 Dec 1980.
Also attached are tapes of the interview (3 sides). This is a copy of
the tape and need not be returned.

2.

To date no claim has been received in this office.

3. This information has not been forwarded to any other agency. An
attempt was made to forward this to Project Bluebook but, Maj Williamson, SAF/
PACC (AV 227-1128) informed us that that office no longer existed and that
the Air Force does not investigate UFO alleged sightings.

C. SHEA, Lt Col, USAF
Staff Judge Advocate

2 Atch
1. Memos
2. Tapes

ii. out

^i^je,-^

&&£
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WASX1MOTOM. D.C. SC910

September 4, 1981

Ms. Betty Cash
209 48th Street
Fairfield, Alabama

35064

Dear Ms. Cash:
Thank you for your recent correspondence.
I have been in contact with appropriate authorities and have been
informed that you need to file a claim with the Base Staff Judge Advocate.
His address is as follows:
Base Staff Judge Advocate
Attn: Claims Officer
Bergstroa, Air Force Base

78743

I hope that this information will be helpful to you and if I car. eve:
be of assistance to you in the future please do not hesitate to call on me.
Sincerely yours,

Johfl trover
JT/znd

f NVlNONMt.N t fiMU PXJM.IC 1

WA»HJMCTON. o.c. 20*10

July 28, 1981

Mr,. Betty Cash
209-48th Street
Fairfielri, Alabama 35064
Heir Ms. Cash:
I ;-jdve received your recent letter in which you
describe the events that occurred on December 29, 1980.
Upor. receipt of your letter, conversations were held
with representatives of the Department of Defense. A c
a result of those conversations, it was suggested that
you contact the Judge Advocate Claims Officer at
Hergstrom Air Force Base, Austin, Texas, to file an
official report and to submit a claim.' I am advised
that those officials have been made aware of your
letter and the general situation which you outlined;
they will be most willing to assist in any way
poss ibie.
Than>: you for taking the time to write.
will oe helpful to you.
Sincerely,

I trust this

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE " '
Headquarters 67(h Comtr.t Su;;pop C- ;;-.n ;J
Bergstrom Air Force Bass, Te:uib 76743

28 August 1981

MEMO FOR RECORD

On 21 August 1981, I talked with Maj Kudlacz, TRW/DOTF, concerning
the possibility of a large number of Air Force helicopters in the
Houston area. He told me that the Air Force did not have any
2-rotor helicopters as had been described by Ms Cash.

TERRY DflVIS, Capt, USAF
Clains Officer

DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCEHEADOUAaTERB-ITTH COMBAT SUPPORT OROUP (TAC) . ;•-...
BEHOSTflOM AIR FORCE BAM. TX TB7O

"18AIJ61981
p.in.Y TO
ATTN Of:

JAD/Capt Davis/AV685~3781
UFO incident of 29 December 1980 Involving Ms Betty Cash,
Mrs. Vicki Landrum and Minor Grandson.. Colby Landrum

TO:

SAF/PACC
1. On 17 August 1981 at Bergstrom Air Force Base, Texas, sr.
interview with Ms. Betty Cash, Mrs. Vicki Landrum and her
minor grandson, Colby Landrum, was conducted. The following
representatives of the Air Force'were present: Capt William J
Camp, Acting Staff Judge Advocate, Captain Terry Davis, Clai-s
Officer, and Pat Wolfe, Assistant Claims Officer. The potenti;
claimants were referred to this office by Senator Bentsor. of
Texas.
2.

Their statement was substantially as follows:

On the night of December 29, 1980 on Farm to- Market Roa
1485, between New Caney and Huffman, Texas, (North of Houst
betv/een 2100-2130 hours, a UFO incident occurred, while cr
down the road, they saw a diamond shaped object in the sky
60 to 80 feet above the ground with "fire shooting out of t
bottom." They described the object as the size of a water
It lit up the entire sky and created intense heat. Ms. C=s
stated her dashboard melted under the intense heat and Mr P..
Landrum 's fingerprints were, embedded in the dash. Ms. Cash
stopped the car and got out about 130 feet from the object.
The others remained in the auto. Ms. Cash heard very loud,
odd sounds and saw approximately twenty-three helicopters
surrounding the object. Ms. Cash stated that the helicopters
had U. S. Air Force on the side.
3. Ms. Cash andd Mrs. Landrum visited our office to
to find OUT;
what had happened
ed and to file a claim for their injuries.
Their injuries were those normally associated with exposure
exposu
radiation. They had
had blisters over their bodies, suffered r.
diarrhea, extreme dryness of the mouth, loss of hair and he
ened sensitivity to heat and sunlight. They s u l i e d hoto
e name and add rs s s s s
some of their injuries and provided me with the
record was made of their co
of their attending physicans.
4. Ms. Cash and Mrs. Landrum were given claim forms for filing
a claim and advised that they might want to consult with a
civilian, attorney in properly completing the forms.

Cy to:

WM. J>€AMP, Cfcpt, USAF
Acting Staff Judge Advocate

<zf\ca.clinr.i.i
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20 August 1981
Memo for Record
Subject:" . Claim Due to UFO Radiation

1. The three attachments show the probable location of the UFO sighting
(between New Caney and Huffman, TA) with respect to the Terminal Control
Area (TCA) and approach paths to Houston Intercontinental Airport. The
sighting occurred approximately 13 miles from the airport.
2. Atch 1 shows that the sighting location was well within the airport
TCA. All airplanes and helicopters operating within a TCA must maintain .
two-way communications with Houston Approach Control, and would be instructed as to altitudes and headings to fly. In other words, it is a positive!;
controlled radar environment. The particular TCA sector in which the sighting occurred included altitudes between 1800 and 7000 ft MSL (approximately
1700-6900 ft above ground) , Although aircraft could operate legally below
1800 ft without the TCA restrictions, they would have to maintain this lew
altitude the entire time vmile in the area. It is unlikely that military
aircraft would operate in this manner, especially at night. Furthermore,
surveillance radar from the airport would most likely have "seen" the
helicopters operating in the UFO sighting area.
3. Atchs 2 and 3 show the approach and departure paths to runway 8/26
at the airport. Although aircraft could be radar vectored along different
paths as well, the standard approach path would take aircraft within three
to four miles of the sighting area, while at an altitude of 2000 ft. This
means that the area would be easily observed by pilots arriving or departing
runway 0/26.
In addition, a federal airway (Victor 13E — 306S) passes
directly over the sighting area, giving aircraft flying on this airway a
good view. It is likely, then, that pilots would have seen and reported
the incident since it lasted 15 to 20 minutes., and sines the 9PM time of
the UFO sighting is a fairly heavy commercial airline traffic period.

JAMES H. MAH3URGfR,J Captain, USAF
'Legal Intern
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This is the drawing" 6'f'the" UFO' by" Betty Cash and
attested to by Vickie Landrum.
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1-3 August ."(.06.1

MFR

On this date at approximately .1-415 I received a call from a woman
• who said her na.v,is was Betty- Cash. 3na wanted an appointment with
the Staff Judge Advocate. She said she had been told {by letter)
by Senator Lloyd Benson to coma to Bergs trom AI-'B, TX and talk
\i-* to the SJA about a UFO incident which occurred on 29 December 1980
• a t ' GJoSician-, Texas. She said she a.nd another woman had suffered
burns to their bodies. This ether woman wouldjae coming with her
on Monday. She said her address v/as SOSiiDst'^treetT^Claytorv, Texas
77535 and when I asked for her phone number she said she wasn't there
was staying in a Motel because "they" v;ere filming her body. When
I asked, who? she said she would rathsr not say. She said she
was driving up Sunday night because nhe couldn't stand the heat of
the day end her- friend hnd h-xcl burnr. EUEtained to her eyes '"'and
couldn't sc:e vc drive. Shv. ••"•?.ntf:-t3 V.c ]CT:O'V j.x I v;ould ma>:e arraricericnts l;o put her up in quc;';t qi.-.^.rto.":; ai: Dsrgstroni for Sunday night.
I replied that v/e had no fa.cilir.iiv.s for :5uch visitors and that if
she desired Rccormiodation.^. , 3hc v.'ou.ld iv:-.ve to nake those arrange-ents
herself. I i?..~kcd her to bring tha lit!ir.:r frctr, Senator DenTvon ar.d
she said that sho didn't hc;.v"e it- — it was vrj.th her mother in Georgia.
Her no the:: had been caring j'or bar: ana she had left it there/ but
if I wanted to she would give EV-: liar -.Tyother's p)-:one number and I
could call 'and have her read the .latter to ;-.is over the phone. I
told her that wouldn't be necessary-— I gave her a .1030 appointment
for 17 Aug 81 and told her v.'s v;ould be looking j^oru'ardlto seeing
her then.

PAT WOLFE
I/
Asst Claims Officer

